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 1

Chapter1 

 

Anya was running in a lush green field, her black hair shining in 
the sunlight, her long sky blue dress dancing in the wind, when 
all of a sudden she stopped, and smiled as her prince came riding 
towards her on a magnificent horse. He stopped in front of her, 
got off from the horse and smiled at her as his green sparkling 
eyes met her brown ones. He took her hand and drew her closer, 
and then he said “Anya wakeup” 

“Ahhha” Anya yelled as her mother’s voice came into her head. 
Everything around her changed, she felt her prince let go of her 
hand and she fell down and down and down until she opened her 
eyes and found herself in her bed. “Great” she said lying on her 
bed and looking at the ceiling “Why now?” 

“Get ready” came her mother’s voice again, from downstairs. 
“Okay, okay” she answered finally getting up and going into the 
bathroom. 

 “School” she mumbled brushing her teeth “why so soon?” she 
took a quick shower, put on some clothes, applied lipstick and 
went downstairs. 

 “Hi guys” she said to her parents, walking slowly into the 
kitchen. Once there she sat down at the table looking grumpy. 

“Oh! Come on Anya” said her father “School can’t be that bad?” 
he added smiling, as he took a sip of his coffee. 

“You have no idea” Anya mumbled, as her mother served her 
some toast, ‘God I don’t even feel like eating’ she thought poking 
her breakfast with a fork. 
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“I know what you are thinking” said her mother, cleaning her 
hands with her apron and looking at her daughter who was 
feeling her forehead. “And it ain’t going to work” she smiled at 
her “You are not sick and you are not going to get sick any time 
soon, now eat your breakfast” 

“Yeah me” Anya smiled weakly taking a bite of her breakfast. 

 

“Now have a nice day” said her mother handing Anya her bag, 
“And hurry back home” 

Anya didn’t say anything; she smiled at her parents and went out 
of the house, the bright sky blinding her for a moment. She 
stopped herself from looking at the house next to hers and 
walked towards Susan’s house. Reaching there, Anya presses the 
doorbell. 

“You look gloomy” smiled her blonde friend, opening the front 
door and stepping outside. 

“Good work detective” Anya smiled back, hating the day already. 

The two friends made their way towards the bus stop where they 
saw the boys waving at them, “Hi girls” said, a curly brown 
haired Carl, smiling as they got closer. 

“Already hating today?” Eric asked smiling as well, as he adjusted 
his glasses.  

“You have no idea” Anya replied tying her hair back. 

“Hey anyone seen Tab?” asked Carl “I can’t wait to show her 
around” 
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“That wont’ be necessary” came a sweet voice from behind him, 
he looked around and saw Tabitha smiling “I have already 
planned the day with Anya and Susan” she added. 

“Yeah, that’s Okay” said Carl sounding a disappointed “It’s cool” 

After a few minutes the bus arrived and the five friends, along 
with some other kids, entered it. Anya and Susan made their way 
towards the back seats, where they always sat, saying hello to 
anyone they knew, Tabitha and Eric followed. Carl on the other 
hand sat down with the basket ball team. The bus started moving 
and made two other stops to pick up passengers. Anya wasn’t 
paying any attention to who was entering the bus until it stopped 
for the third time. 

“Who the heck is he?” she asked eyes wide open. 

A boy with brown wavy hair, a well-built body and dreamy sea 
green eyes had just entered the bus and was looking around for a 
seat. ‘Why did Susan and the rest had to sit with me?’ she 
thought as the boy made his way towards her. He came closer 
and Anya wished she was sitting all alone with him at the back, 
but then he stopped, turned to his right and sat down on a seat in 
front of Carl and his mates. The rest of the journey passed as 
Anya scolded herself for sitting with her friends and not near the 
new boy, who was already talking to a girl sitting next to him. 

Susan and Tabitha looked at each other and smiled; Eric looked 
at Anya for a second and then returned to his book, he too knew 
what she was thinking. 

 

“God that new principal is a weird woman” said Tabitha coming 
out of the principal’s office with her timetable, “Anyway why are 
you so into boys?” she added. 
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“You tell me Tab” Anya replied as she and Susan got up from the 
chairs in the waiting area, “Is there anything good in this world 
except boys?” she added looking around as the three walked. 
Anya hadn’t gotten the chance to catch a second glimpse of the 
new boy as she and her friends had gotten off the bus earlier. 
Now she was hoping to bump into him at school. 

Tabitha just smiled at Anya’s question and Susan rolled her eyes 
as the three headed towards the lockers. “There’s your locker” 
Susan pointed out as they got near it. 

“Oh! Great you got this one” said Anya looking at it closely. 

“Why?” asked Tabitha looking at the locker surprised “What’s 
wrong with this one?” 

“Don’t you know?” Anya replied, pretending to be surprised, 
“Locker number thirteen is supposed to be haunted” 

“Well I’ll take my chances” Tabitha laughed stacking her books 
into it “And by the way, how can a locker be haunted?” 

“You can only imagine” came a voice from behind them, the three 
girls turned around and saw a girl in a black hood, which was 
concealing her face. 

“Cassandra how are you?” Anya asked smiling at her 

“Never better” she replied silently 

“Cassie” said Susan smiling “I want you to meet Tabitha, she’s a 
…..” she stopped and looked around, Tabitha was no were to be 
seen. 
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“Where did she go?” Anya asked surprised looking at Susan, she 
turned around to face Cassandra “Have you….” She too stopped 
as there was no one behind her. 

“That was weird” said Susan as she followed Anya towards their 
first class, “Both of them just disappeared” she added putting her 
books on her desk. 

“Yeah” Anya answered sitting down “It is as if….” She didn’t 
complete her sentence as her eyes followed the new boy, as he 
walked past her classroom door. 

 

“I’m telling you” said Anya putting her books into her bag as the 
bell rang “he’s the right one” 

“You said the same for David” Susan reminded her, copying 
some things from the board as the teacher got up to erase them. 

“You can’t hold that against me” Anya replied getting up. 

“You don’t even know his name” said Susan closing her 
notebook. “Anyway I have to go” she added stuffing everything 
into her bag, “See you later” and she ran towards her next class. 

Anya walked around for a while, her next class books in her 
hands, thinking about the new boy, when all of a sudden she 
found herself in front of the library. “What am I doing here?” she 
asked herself surprised, and hoping no one had seen her there 
she turned around and ‘THUD” 

“I’m so sorry” came a boy’s voice, as Anya looked at her fallen 
books. 

‘Oh! My God’ Anya thought looking at him 
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“Let me help you” he said bending down and picking up the 
books, “I am so very sorry” 

Anya watched as he got back up “Here you go” he added handing 
Anya her things, “Bye” 

‘Don’t go’ she thought desperately ‘I don’t even know your 
name….hey wait a sec, where’s my voice?’, but too late, he was 
already gone and Anya went to her next class feeling happy and 
sad at the same time. 

 

“Miss Anya” came a ringing voice, Anya opened her eyes slowly, 
she was sleeping in class again and the teacher, Miss Jane, 
looked angry. “Now” continued the teacher, “as Miss Anya has 
finally woken up” she gave her a serious look “I shall make the 
announcement…if it is okay with you Miss Anya?” 

Anya didn’t reply, ‘Just get on with it’ she thought, her head 
bowed, wishing for the class to end. “This year we will be going 
on a trip to the swamp” the teacher continued “and we may even 
camp there for a while, the date will be posted on the notice 
boards” 

A boy named Jeremy asked a question, “But Miss, isn’t the 
swamp supposed to be haunted?” and some of the students 
nodded their heads in agreement. 

“Of course it is” Anya laughed but stopped as the whole class 
stared at her, ‘Oh! Did I say that out loud?’ 

“Miss Anya is quite right” said Miss Jane and the class diverted 
their attention towards her “I can assure you that it is quite safe, 
there are only animals and insects there, that we will be 
observing, so don’t forget to read the notice boards” 
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Anya met Susan in the cafeteria sitting with Tabitha, “Where 
were you earlier?” she asked sitting with them. 

“I had to go to the principal again” Tabitha answered smiling, 
“well, anyway what about the trip?” 

“Sounds boring” Anya replied eating her chips. 

“Not from what I’ve heard” came a voice; it was Cassandra 
coming towards them. 

“Excuse me” said Tabitha hurriedly, and with out looking at 
Cassandra she got up and walked out of the cafeteria. 

“What’s up with her?” asked Anya seeing Tabitha walk away. 

“Never mind Tab” said Susan taking a bite of her burger, “Go on 
Cassie” she added as Cassandra took Tabitha’s chair. 

“Well the swamp according to my knowledge is haunted” said 
Cassandra adjusting her hood, “It is said that many years ago the 
people living in the forest lived happily, but one day because of a 
heavy downpour, the lake…..which is now the swamp, flooded, 
drowning the people” 

“So?” asked Anya taking a bite of her sandwich, ‘Is this 
fattening?’ she thought. 

“So” Cassandra continued “It is said that after every fifty years 
the people of the swamp, the ones who were drowned, come out 
as swamp monsters and hunt for living flesh. They capture 
people and drag them down into the swamp with them, not to 
wake up again for another fifty years” 
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“Creepy” said Susan, rolling a strand of her hair around her 
finger and thinking. 

“Sounds like a bunch of mumbo-jumbo to me” said Anya putting 
her sandwich down. 

“Well you believe what you want to believe” said Cassandra 
getting up. 

“I’m getting bored” complained Anya looking around the 
cafeteria searching for someone. 

“How about going to class then?” Cassandra asked smiling. 

“I’d rather get fat” Anya replied pressing her forehead on the 
table. 

 

Anya and Susan made their way towards the school gate where 
they met the boys. “Have you seen Tabitha?” asked Carl as the 
girls came nearer. 

“She’s with Miss Jane” answered Anya glad that high school was 
finally over for that day. 

“What about the trip?” asked Eric sounding excited, “my class is 
saying that it is a haunted place, any ideas?” 

“Whatever” Anya replied, her eyes scanning the sea of kids, as 
she waited for the bus. After a while Tabitha came towards them, 
just in time for the bus. When the bus started Anya waited for the 
new boy to come, but he didn’t show up. Soon the bus was filled 
with talk about the swamp and Anya waited for the bus to drop 
her off. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Anya reached her home, greeted her mother and went upstairs to 
freshen up, ‘The swamp is haunted’ came a voice in her head, 
which sounded a lot like Susan’s, “Yeah! Right” she said to 
herself. She went into the bathroom and took a shower, she was 
brushing her hair when she got an idea and went downstairs. 

“Mom can I use the laptop?” 

“For what honey, don’t tell me they gave you homework on the 
very first day?” asked her mother from the kitchen, where she 
was cooking dinner. 

“I won’t” she answered going into her father’s study. She turned 
on the laptop and looked at some old newspapers on the net, but 
she couldn’t find anything that could tell her about the swamp, or 
the forest or any one missing in the area near it. 

“Anya” came her mother’s voice “Susan is on the line dear” 

Anya turned the laptop off and answered the phone in the 
kitchen, “Hello” 

“You want to go out?” 

“Where to?” asked Anya 

“We are meeting in the old park, Carl, Eric, the group” 

“Meet you there” said Anya hanging up, she gave her mother a 
kiss and telling her that she’ll hurry home, rushed out of the 
house. 
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‘Things have changed’ she thought making her way to the park, 
she was right; things had changed after the vampire incident. 
People of the town seemed relaxed and were coming out of their 
homes. It was obvious that they didn’t know about the creature 
stuff that happened last week, they all thought that the culprit 
was caught, because that was what Tabitha had told her father, 
who in turn had told that to the police and the press. Anya 
thought about herself as she walked, remembering the days when 
she considered herself to be a chicken, afraid of trying new 
things, but now after the vampire attacks and facing her fears she 
felt stronger and independent. As a whole, Anya felt happy to see 
the streets where she grew up, filled up again. 

Reaching the park she jumped over the fence and looked around, 
no one was there. She felt as if she was being watched and started 
to back away from the benches where the group usually sat. 
When suddenly a hand caught her ankle and pulled her back, she 
fell to the ground, sensing someone on top of her she felt her 
mind go blank and then closed her eyes…. 

“Carl get off her” Susan yelled coming out from behind a bush 
and pushing him away from Anya, followed by Eric and Tabitha 
who were looking worried. 

“What have you done?” Susan asked, staring at Anya’s 
expressionless face. 

“I…I...” whimpered Carl, eyes wide open in fear 

Eric bent down and took Anya’s wrist checking her for a pulse 
when he suddenly threw it down, looking at the three friends he 
slowly said “She’s dead” 

“It... It can’t be” said Carl in a hoarse whisper looking at the girls 
who were sitting on the ground. Tabitha was staring at Anya with 
a weird expression on her face, as if thinking something, Susan 
was hugging her. 
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“Anya wakeup” said Carl, his voice cracking “Wake up” 

“Got Yah!” smiled Anya, Carl screamed with Susan and Eric 
laughed out loud. 

“It was a joke” she said getting up with a smile “And Eric was in 
on it” 

“That wasn’t a bit funny” said Carl glaring at Eric. 

“Yes, it was” laughed Eric “I knew she was alright and was acting, 
when I checked for her pulse, so I just played along” 

Eric and Anya laughed at their three friends who after a while, 
seeing the humor in the situation, joined them. 

“So why did you call?” asked Anya sitting on a bench 

 “You know” answered Susan as the group settled down “because 
of the trip” 

 “The all so haunted one” Anya smiled 

 “Try and be serious” said Eric pushing back his glasses. 

“Well the people do say that the swamp is haunted” said Susan 
looking at the group “And they could be right you know” 

“I agree with Susan” said Tabitha “The vampire thing just 
happened a week ago and that was pretty real for me, so maybe 
this swamp thing really is haunted” 

“I agree with Tab” said Carl, looking at her with a smile.               

“Well sounds like we’ll have to do some checking” said Eric 
looking serious. 
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“Can’t we ask Cassandra?” Anya asked “she did seem to know a 
lot on the subject” 

“Maybe” said Eric 

“When is the trip anyway?” asked Carl 

“Some day next week I guess” answered Tabitha 

“Well, we can’t do anything about it now” said Eric looking at the 
sky and getting up “It’s getting late and I better go” he added. 

“Well we better go as well” said Carl getting up and stretching. 
Eric went away alone, Tabitha followed Carl and Susan walked 
with Anya. 

“You really aren’t serious about the swamp thing are you?” asked 
Anya as they walked. 

“Yes, I am serious” answered Susan “I’m going to check some old 
newspapers when I get home” 

“I’ve already done that, 1990-2009” 

“Anya the monsters are supposed to come out every fifty years, so 
I doubt you’ll be finding anything about 20 years back” 

“Oh!” Anya exclaimed feeling a bit stupid. 

The girls stopped outside Susan’s house and Susan took out the 
key to open the front door, her mother was out with Lizzie, “You 
wana come in?” she asked. 

“Nah, I better get going” said Anya “Bye” 
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She waved to her friend and walked on towards her home, 
reaching there she looked at her ex-boyfriends house, ‘Oh well! 
Life goes on’ she thought, ‘Life goes on and I’ve got bigger fish to 
fry’ she added thinking of the new boy. 

She knocked on the door and her mother opened it for her, 
“Aren’t’ any of your friends coming?” she asked  

“Nope” answered Anya entering inside, ‘Maybe I should tell her 
about the whole vampire thing’ she thought, ‘Nah, not yet, she’s 
too soft, and who in the right mind is going to believe it anyway’. 
She went upstairs to her room and sat down on the bed, ‘What if 
the swamp really is haunted? No, it can’t be…but what if?’ 

She laid down on the bed, ‘I’ve got to stop talking to myself’ 

 

Susan watched Anya from the window as she walked towards her 
house; the vampire thing had really made her paranoid and she 
kept worrying about her friends. She got some crisps from the 
kitchen and went to her room. She sat down in front of her 
computer and turned it on. ‘What am I looking for?’ she asked 
herself as she connected herself to the internet, she had gotten an 
email from Peter, “I’ll open it later” she whispered and started 
going through some old newspapers that were published in 1959 
and came across a heading. 

“Five People missing” she read and clicked on the headline and 
began reading it to herself, “Five people of the Singleton Family 
disappeared last night, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Singleton along with 
their three children went camping near the swamp close to their 
farm. “ I was knitting beside the fire last night when I heard some 
screams, I ran towards the door only to see our dog, Lucy, 
running towards me with my son’s shirt in her teeth” Mrs. 
Singleton told the press when asked about her son and his 
family’s disappearance. The police are trying to get to the bottom 
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of this, the area near the swamp was checked earlier but nothing 
was found except for some broken plates.” 

Curious Susan searched for some more newspapers or any article 
on the disappearances, “I don’t think I’ll be finding any 
newspapers dating that far” she said to herself and started to 
search for anything that was linked to disappearances near the 
swamp, some fifty years ago. She found one telling about a class 
of youngsters from a local school that went to the swamp and 
never returned, the whole class disappeared along with three 
teachers. She reached the last line and found a link to some 
records dating back towards 1859. She clicked it and found 
herself reading an article about some disappearances occurring 
that year near the swamp. Going through some links she found a 
site telling about a downpour occurring in the area where the 
swamp was. 

“September 1855” read Susan “A heavy rainfall occurred near the 
quite town of Colville, which flooded a lake, drowning most of 
the inhabitants living near the forest. No one can tell for sure 
how many perished, the people where simple and had lived in 
that area for hundreds of generations….blah…blah…blah” 

“Seems interesting” said Susan, the idea of a haunted swamp and 
the disappearances felt terrifying as well intriguing to her. She 
couldn’t wait to tell the others and especially Anya about her 
findings. 
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Chapter 3 

  

“Why do you look weird?” asked Anya as Susan opened the front 
door and walked outside. 

“I checked some newspapers last night” 

“And..?” 

“I’ll tell you about it on the bus” answered Susan as they walked 
towards the bus stop. 

“Come on tell me” 

“On the bus” Susan repeated “in front of the others” 

Anya knew Susan all to well and didn’t ask again. After a while 
their friends and the bus arrived and Susan told them all to sit 
with her at the back. 

“You won’t believe what I found out last night” said Susan with 
excitement as the bus started and the friends settled down. 

“Try us” said Carl with a smile, sitting beside Tabitha. 

Susan told them what she had seen on the net, everything about 
the rain falling, the flood, and the disappearances. 

“So, it all seems true then” said Anya, amazed at Susan’s research 
capabilities, and then the bus made its third stop, Anya’s 
attention went to the door but the new boy didn’t come. 
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“You are saying that this thing happened a hundred years ago?” 
asked Carl in disbelief, which made Anya remember that they 
were talking about the swamp.  

“More than a hundred years ago” Susan answered feeling proud 
of her work. 

“According to my calculations, it happened approximately 154 
years ago” said Eric “I should have thought of this…good work 
Susan” 

“Wait a minute” said Tabitha in her sweet voice and every one 
looked at her “The first event happened in 1859, didn’t it…and 
then 1909 and then 1959…so the next is going to be in...” 

“What happened?” asked Carl as Tabitha remained quite. 

“Oh! My God” said Tabitha worried “1859-1909-1959…all have a 
gap of…” 

“Fifty years” gasped Eric looking at his friends. 

“What are you talking about?” asked Carl 

“All have a gap of fifty years” answered Eric “and following this 
sequence, the next one is going to be…” 

“This year” said Tabitha completing his sentence as the friends 
looked at each other worried. 

 

“You surely don’t want me to believe this?” asked Anya as the 
girls made their way towards the lockers. 
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“Well I believe it” answered Susan “and after the thing with 
David I’m surprised why you don’t” 

Anya didn’t reply, even she didn’t know why she wasn’t believing 
that the swamp was haunted, ‘Maybe I don’t want to believe it’ 
she thought ‘maybe I just want to live a normal life’ 

Tabitha walked towards her locker; the number 13 always gave 
Anya a weird feeling. 

“Why do you hate it so much?” asked Tabitha referring to her 
locker and again Anya got the feeling that Tabitha could read 
minds. 

“I don’t know” answered Anya “maybe because it’s supposed to 
be haunted” 

“And?” urged Susan with a smile 

“And nothing” snapped Anya 

“And what?” asked Tabitha curiously, looking at Susan. 

“On 13th October she broke her nose which ruined her school 
picture about three years ago” began Susan 

“Here we go” said Anya rolling her eyes, unable to stop her 
friend. 

“On 13th December she tore her frock in school and had to run to 
the toilet crying” 

“I was six Susan” yelled Anya 
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“And after that” continued Susan enjoying herself “Her so called 
boyfriend, Harry, broke up with her; that too happened on the 
13th of some month” 

“Why?” asked Tabitha listening closely. 

“Well, lets just say he didn’t like girls” answered Anya glaring at 
Susan who was laughing her heart out. 

“What do you mean he didn’t like girls…oh!” whispered Tabitha 
understanding and she too began to laugh with Susan. 

 

“Miss Anya” came a familiar voice and Anya opened her eyes, the 
whole class was watching her, smiling. 

“As all of you can see” began Miss Jane “now that Miss Anya has 
finally opened her eyes, I will start speaking…if it is okay with 
you Miss Anya?” 

Giving her an angry look Miss Jane returned to the white board, 
Anya didn’t say anything, she liked Miss Jane, she was kind and 
all, but her biology classes weren’t the ones that could be called 
as interesting. Whenever she delivered her lectures, Anya found 
herself dozing off towards slumber land. At last the bell rang and 
Anya got up from her seat, “How many of you are certain that 
they are going?” asked their teacher. 

“Going where?” someone from the class asked. 

“To the trip remember” answered Miss Jane taking out a register 
and a pen “Your names please” 

Everybody started looking at each other “Come on now, It’ll be 
fun” said Miss Jane looking at the class “I know there has been a 
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lot of talk about the swamp being haunted, but seriously don’t 
tell me that you believe in these childish tales?” 

Listening to Miss Jane, a few hands flew up; “What about you 
Anya?” she asked “don’t tell me that you aren’t even interested in 
going on field trips” 

“I…” Anya tried to answer; she really wanted to tell her teacher 
about the disappearances that had occurred near the swamp. 

“Oh! Come on, you’ll make five” said Miss Jane looking 
disapprovingly at the class. 

“Okay” said Anya, not knowing why she had hesitated before. 

“Guys will it help if I tell that this trip is going to count in your 
grades?” announced Miss Jane, but still no one volunteered, 
“Okay fine” said Miss Jane defeated “Five kids from this class, it 
is then” 

 

“Tell me you guys are going?” asked Susan smiling as the three 
girls meet each other in the cafeteria. 

“I am” said Tabitha putting her tray on the table. 

“Yeah, I gave my name too” said Anya as well. 

“Great” said Susan, she then looked to her right and saw Carl 
with his basketball team mates. Eric on the other hand always 
went to the library when ever free. 

“Have you met Seth yet?” asked Tabitha casually. 
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“Seth who?” asked Anya eating her chips, ‘Aren’t chips 
fattening?’ she thought. 

“Your dream boy” answered Susan, trying not to smile “the bus 
boy” 

“His name is Seth?” asked Anya her eyes wide open. 

“Yeah, he’s quite nice and kind” said Tabitha taking a sip of her 
juice. 

‘You must have hypnotized him’ thought Anya feeling angry at 
Tabitha for getting the chance to talk to Seth, her bus boy, before 
her. 

“He’s yours” said Tabitha smiling and again Anya felt a chill. ‘I 
have to think carefully from now on’ thought Anya not making 
eye contact with Tabitha ‘great! Can she hear that too?’ 

All of a sudden Tabitha felt tensed and started talking about 
math’s with Susan, and Anya told her not to talk about education 
in the cafeteria as it was against the social rules. The bell rang 
and the girls got up, Susan and Tabitha had history, so they 
waved Anya good bye. Anya went towards the dust bin with the 
empty food trays, she wasn’t paying attention to what was in 
front of her and bumped into Seth, Anya fell down with the trays 
and Seth bent down to help her up again, 

“We’ve got to stop meeting like this” he grinned helping her up. 

“Bump into me anytime” whispered Anya as Seth bent down 
again to pick up the trays. 

“What did you say?” he asked getting back up. 

“Oh nothing” Anya blushed as Seth handed her the food trays. 
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They looked at each other for a moment, none of them said a 
word, “I’ve got to go” said Seth suddenly remembering 
something, he took the trays from Anya and dumped them into 
the bin for her, “See ya” he added and walked out of the cafeteria. 

“WOW” yelled Anya so loudly that half of the kids sitting in the 
cafeteria stared at her, feeling embarrassed she ran for it, 
tripping once on her way out. 

 

“Anya” yelled Susan; the friends were riding the bus home and 
Susan was looking at Anya who was looking at the bus’s door, 
“Earth to Anya” said Susan trying to get her attention, “Hellooo”  

“Maybe she’s dead” said Carl poking her in the ribs. 

“Stop that” said Anya paying attention and slapping Carl’s hand 
away. 

“As I was saying” continued Eric “before Anya lost it, I think we 
should check the swamp out ourselves before the trip” 

“No way I’m…” 

“Anya SHhhh” 

“Don’t you shush me Carl Smith” yelled Anya 

“Or what?” asked Carl, an eyebrow raised. 

“Or this” said Anya and she punched Carl in the ribs, he still 
hadn’t properly healed and it hurt. 
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“Both of you grow up” said Eric holding Carl’s arms as they 
reached out for Anya “I am never sitting between you two ever 
again” 

“So as I was saying” Eric continued as Carl and Anya settled 
down, not looking at each other “we have to check out this 
swamp thing, I wouldn’t have had believed it but after the thing 
with David…well I think it’ll be foolish of us not to” 

“What if it really is just a story” said Anya “what if the vampire 
incident was a one time deal…God I just want things to be 
normal again” 

“Maybe they have gotten normal” said Tabitha sympathizing with 
her friend “but we still have to check the swamp just to be sure, 
because if the stories are true then those monsters from the 
swamp are going to wake up sometime this year, or maybe on the 
night we’ll be camping there with the other kids. This time it’s 
not just us, we have others to worry about too” 

The others looked at Tabitha nodding their heads, “I couldn’t 
have added that up any better my self” smiled Eric “So it’s done, 
we will be checking the swamp before the trip” 

“Fine” said Anya admitting defeat, ‘What’s so wrong in hoping 
that it’s just a tale?’ she thought, “When is the trip anyway?” 

“This Saturday” answered Tabitha “I checked the notice board 
and I still can’t believe how few kids are going, I mean the trip’s 
free and for everybody in our year” 

“Well some people don’t find haunted swamps as a place to go on 
a field trip to” said Carl smiling. 
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The friends got off the bus and kept on walking, Eric went with 
Carl and the girls walked on, “When are we coming back?” asked 
Anya “If we do come back” 

“It’s for three days” answered Susan as they reached Tabitha’s 
house and dropped her off. After waving goodbye to Susan 
outside her house, Anya made her way towards hers. She found 
the front door unlocked and went inside; her mother was talking 
to someone on the phone, “Yes, and then she…” her  mother 
stopped talking as Anya gave her a hug, “Hold on a second” she 
said into the receiver and smiled at her daughter “What?” 

“Nothing” said Anya “Just wanted to do it”, she had never kept 
anything from her parents and really wanted to tell them about 
David, the disappearances and the swamp. All they knew was 
that the culprit had been caught and David had left to live with 
his parents. 

She let go of her mother and went to her room, “Be strong” she 
told herself sitting on her bed, “and besides they’ll never believe 
you, and come to think of it, no one would” 
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Chapter 4 

   

The final bell rang, Cassandra picked up her bag and stood up, 
the rest of the class was also getting up, “What about the trip?” 
asked Mrs. Carl, their psychology teacher “How many of you are 
going, even though it is meant for the biology students?” 

Her arm raised, Cassandra walked out of the class room; “Freak” 
whispered one of the boys as she walked out. Cassandra ignored 
him and went on her way, when suddenly she got a strange 
feeling, she stopped, somehow she knew something bad was 
about to happen. She shook her head and was just about to take 
another step when she heard a yell from inside her classroom. 
She turned around, the boy who had just called her a freak was 
sitting down on the floor holding his bloody nose. 

“Davison” cried Mrs. Carl walking towards the hurt boy “would it 
kill you to see where you are going instead of tripping all over the 
place” 

Cassandra lowered her head and walked away; she knew 
something like this might happen. She reached the school gate 
and saw Anya and her friends getting into the bus, she liked Anya 
and the others but there was something strange about Tabitha 
she thought as she watched her getting on the school bus. 

 

“Hello, Anya speaking” said Anya answering the phone in the 
kitchen. 

“It’s me Susan” 

“What’s up?” 
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“It’s about…” 

“Wait a minute” Anya cut through “There’s someone on the other 
line” and Anya pressed a button on the receiver “Hi, Anya? It’s 
Tabitha” answered a voice 

“Hi, I’ve e got Susan on the other line” said Anya “Hold on a 
minute” 

“Susan its Tabitha” said Anya 

“Good, tell her this too then” said Susan “I want you to come to 
my house pronto” 

“Why?” Anya asked surprised “Everything okay?”  

“Just come” said Susan “hope to see you in five” and she hung 
up. 

“Just talked to Susan” said Anya switching to Tabitha “she wants 
us at her house in five” 

“Did she tell why?” 

“Nopes” answered Anya “why did you call?” 

“Oh! I…I just needed the history notes” answered Tabitha “Susan 
told me you might have them from last semester” 

“Yeah I have their softcopy” said Anya, still unsure if that really 
was what Tabitha had called her for “Tell you what, I’ll e-mail 
them to you tonight” 

“Fine with me” said Tabitha “anyway see you at Susan’s” and she 
hung up. 
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Anya got ready and walked to Susan’s place, reaching there she 
rang the door bell, “Come inside” smiled Susan opening the door 
and letting Anya in. Anya looked inside and saw Eric, Carl and 

“Tom” said Anya surprised “how are you?” 

“Fine” he answered smiling at her. 

“We’re here too you know” added Carl pretending to be upset. 
Anya ignored him and then her eyes fell on a stack of books on 
the table near Tom. 

“I asked Tom to come over with them” said Susan seeing Anya 
looking at the books. There were five of them, all big and heavy 
looking. “Why isn’t Tabitha here yet?” Susan asked no one in 
particular, tying her blonde hair into a knot. 

“There she is” said Anya as she watched Tabitha press the door 
bell, from the window. Susan opened the door and let Tabitha 
inside, she too was carrying some books. “Oh! I just had this 
feeling” she answered with a smile as Susan looked at the books, 
eyebrows raised. Smiling at everyone inside, Tabitha placed the 
books on the table, beside the other stack already there. “Felix” 
she called looking at the door “please come in” 

The friends heard something scratching the front door from 
outside; Susan opened the door again and let a black cat come 
inside. Lizzie, who was taking a nap, woke up and looked at the 
new guest curiously as it jumped onto a sofa, stretched, curled 
into a ball and went to sleep. 

“Well as we all are here” said Susan sitting with her friends 
around the table “Let’s start” 
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In a minute Anya understood why Susan had asked Tom to 
come, all of the books he had brought along with him were about 
magic. ‘She really is serious about the swamp then’ thought Anya 
as Tom started opening some books, the last time Anya had seen 
Susan showing any interest in some work, was when she helped 
Peter with some research on a disease that occurred in Africa, 
some months ago. Tom was a big help, he opened a scrapbook 
which had clippings of old newspapers in it. Most of the things 
they found out were the same as the ones Susan had already told 
them. The new thing that they found out was that the people of 
the small village near the swamp used to practice magic. The 
Singleton farm was built after the village was destroyed due to 
the flood. 

“But why is the swamp believed to be haunted?” asked Eric 
searching through a book. 

“Well the village practiced magic” answered Tabitha as she 
opened one of her books. 

“Where did you get that?” asked Tom looking at the book Tabitha 
just opened with interest. 

“My father collects them” she smiled and began checking 
something from the index. “There” she said pointing at a chapter 
that read “Resurrection Spells” 

“Sounds a lot like Harry Potter to me” said Carl raising an 
eyebrow. 

“Well this is real” said Tabitha and began to read “The 
resurrection spells includes spells that are able to imitate death, 
create zombies, bring forth spirits and even those that give 
immortality” 

“Creating zombies….sounds cool” smiled Tom 
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Tabitha opened a new page, page 513, the number 13 felt like a 
bad omen to Anya. “The spell to create zombies is very complex” 
Tabitha began to read “It is the work of pure evil and requires the 
heart to have no emotions at the time of its casting, done under 
the light of the full moon, this book shall not say anything more 
about this deed” 

“Great” mumbled Anya, Tabitha continued reading “We only tell 
you this, that the curse can be broken by someone of a magical 
descent, or else the cursed will keep on doing what is required of 
them through out the ages” 

“Where are we going to find someone of magical descent?” asked 
Susan confused. 

“No idea” answered Eric still looking at the page Tabitha had just 
read from. 

“Well if that’s the case” said Carl yawning “why don’t we just…” 

“No” Eric cut through “we are still going on the trip, witch or no 
witch” 

“You guys seem pretty interested with the whole swamp thing?” 
asked Tom smiling. 

‘Oh! This is bad’ Anya thought, thinking of an answer. 

“Who wants lemonade” asked Susan at large and walked towards 
the kitchen leaving the situation for the others to handle. 

‘Typical’ thought Anya watching Susan ‘should she tell Tom the 
truth?’ 
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“It’s nothing Tom, really” answered Eric finally “our school’s 
planning a trip to the swamp and I was just interested in writing 
a paper on it, for extra credit” 

“Sounds fun” Tom answered taking a glass from Susan as she 
handed out lemonade to everyone, “Nice going” Anya whispered 
to Susan as she walked past her. 

“Anyway I’ve got to go” said Tom emptying his glass and getting 
up, he picked up his books and headed for the door, “You guys 
have fun in the swamp then” he smiled as Susan opened the door 
for him. 

“So magical descent?” asked Susan sitting down, not looking at 
her friends. 

“Who wants lemonade?” said Carl looking at her. 

“You completely ditched us” smiled Eric 

“Hey what was I supposed to do?” asked Susan laughing “I knew 
you could handle the situation” 

 

After a while the friends got up to leave, Carl went with Tabitha 
and Eric, Anya waved Susan good-bye and walked towards her 
own house. Colville seemed a lot happier now that the attacks 
had stopped, Anya smiled to herself watching other people walk 
past her, ‘All of them haven’t got the slightest clue about what 
happened’ she thought. 

“Are you alright honey?” her mom asked as she came through the 
front door. 
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“Yup, I’m fine” she answered making her way upstairs to her 
room, she sat down on her bed and looked around, her clothes 
were everywhere. Having nothing better to do she dumped all of 
them into one corner. She then started cleaning her desk, ‘Why is 
there a first grade book here?’ she thought putting it aside. 

“That’s better” she said looking around her room, even though 
she tried not to look, her eyes stopped at her window, David’s 
house was dark from inside. Ignoring it all, she dropped onto her 
bed. After a while her mother came up, holding a plate of biscuits 
and a glass of milk. “Are you sure you are alright?” asked her 
mother surprised “I’ve never seen your room this less messy” 

Anya just groaned as her mother placed the food on the desk. She 
got up to have a biscuit and saw her mother looking at David’s 
house. “I’m surprised” said her mother. 

“Why, what happened?” Anya asked biting into a cookie. 

“Didn’t he give you a number or something” said her mother 
referring to David “he was such a good boy” 

“No, mom, he just went away with his parents” answered Anya 
“out of the country, he does email though” she lied. 

“Well good” her mother smiled “you always make such good 
friends” 

“You have no idea” whispered Anya. 

“Anyway” her mother continued, “I almost forgot…this came for 
you” and she placed an envelope on the bed. “I’ve got dinner to 
fix” and she went downstairs. 

Anya drank her milk remembering the night she fought David, 
she had later found out that Tabitha knew something was up and 
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Barney had helped put Susan’s mother and hers to sleep. They 
were at Tabitha’s house when all of it was happening. Barney had 
come to save Anya too, but she was already running away from 
the werewolf. After the incident their parents had woken up in 
their beds oblivious to everything that had happened during the 
night. How Tabitha had put her parents back into their bed 
without Barney’s help, Anya did not know. ‘Why didn’t I ask her 
that? What really happened?’ she thought picking up the 
envelope, ‘I was so happy that it all had ended that nothing else 
mattered to me that night’ 

Anya looked at the envelope she was holding, it had no return 
address, ‘Should I ask what happened?’ she thought opening the 
envelope, she took out the piece of paper inside it and screamed 
throwing the letter to the floor. A single message, not more than 
two words, on the piece of paper she had just thrown onto the 
floor, which had made Anya remember all that she had gone 
through, not so long ago, written in the hand writing she 
remembered all too well:  “I’m back” 
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Chapter 5 

 

“Anya you alright up there?” asked her mother concerned, from 
downstairs. 

“I…I’m fine” she lied picking the piece of paper from the floor; it 
too had weird symbols all over it, “Just thought I saw a mouse” 

“Well with the condition your room is in” answered her mother 
laughing “it won’t be a surprise if you did see one” 

Anya did not reply and looked at the letter again, “I’m back” she 
whispered to herself, ‘Should I tell someone?’ she asked herself 
sitting on her bed, the letter clenched in her fist, ‘Only Susan and 
Eric knew about the letter last time’ she knew her friends too well 
and was quite certain that they hadn’t told Carl or Tabitha about 
it. ‘But what if they had told those two’ she thought ‘Carl and 
Tabitha wouldn’t pull a prank like this one, would they?’, 
“Ahhhaaa” Anya punched the top of her bed. She remembered all 
the things David had told her that night, about her being special 
and that he’ll return. This was her fight and she wasn’t going to 
drag her friends along with her like last time. “I’m ready for you” 
she said to herself looking at the letter with hate. 

 

Anya woke up the next day, it was Wednesday, “Friday’s nearly 
here” she said to herself. She got ready and was just about to 
leave her room when she stopped, her hand on the doorknob. 
She turned around and walked to her desk, once there she 
opened the drawer and took out the letter she had gotten 
yesterday and without thinking she put it in her pocket. Anya ate 
her breakfast silently, “Honey are you sure Anya is here?” Anya’s 
dad asked her mother with a smile “because I haven’t heard 
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anyone on the table this morning” he added looking at Anya, who 
still had her head down. “And frankly speaking” he said as his 
wife poured him a cup of coffee “I ain’t used to waking up to 
silence at the breakfast table” 

“Anya are you alright dear?” asked her mother sitting down as 
well. 

“I’m fine guys” she forced a smile and got up, “I just have this 
stupid quiz today” 

“Did she say a quiz?” asked her father faking surprise “where did 
she learn that word?” 

“Haha” said Anya putting the dishes in the sink, she waved them 
goodbye , grabbed her bag and went outside, she had just lied to 
her parents again, ‘what am I supposed to do if not lie?’ she 
thought looking at the sky, ‘it’s not my fault the town’s gone mad’ 

She made her way to Susan’s house, and with her walked towards 
the bus stop, the others were already there, “Friday’s nearly here” 
said Carl with a smile seeing the two girls. 

The bus arrived and the friends made their way to the back seats. 
Anya waited for Carl to sit down and to take her mind off the 
letter; she asked him a question that made him raise his 
eyebrows in interest. 

“Why are you asking me about him?” he asked her with a weird 
smile on his face, the others leaned in. 

“Oh! Just asking as he’s new and all” answered Anya, not looking 
at Carl. Susan and Tabitha looked at each other with a smile; Eric 
too understood and continued reading his book. 
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“So actually you want me to hook you two up” said Carl “you 
want my help as you can’t go talk to him yourself?” 

“You couldn’t be more wrong” said Anya giving him a fake smile. 

Before Carl could answer the bus stopped and Seth got in, he 
walked towards an empty seat and before sitting down he did 
something that made Anya blush. 

“oh! My God” exclaimed Anya watching Carl pretending to be 
sick, “he smiled at me, so there Carl, I don’t need no ones help” 

“Fine I give up” said Carl raising his hands in defeat “though I 
still think he could’ve done a lot better” 

Something crossed Tabitha’s mind, “Susan what about you?” she 
asked looking in Seth’s direction with a smile. 

“I do have one” answered Susan “his name is Peter” 

“A weird bloke if you ask me” Carl added yawning. 

“Don’t reckon he’s here?” Tabitha asked. 

“Nope” Anya answered “he has been in Africa for the past two 
years now” 

“It’s a long distance relationship” Susan added with a smile. 

“Though I still think she should go out with someone near” Anya 
joked. 

Tabitha’s eyes met Carl’s, “Well if you’re asking me” he said with 
a smile “let’s just say I have my eyes on somebody”, Tabitha 
averted her gaze with a smile and looked at Eric. 
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“What?” he asked seeing the group look at him “I have more 
important things to think about” 

“Don’t kid yourself” said Carl punching his shoulder “spill it” 

“I…uh…we’re here” he said in a hurry as the bus stopped. He got 
up and without a word ran towards the gate passing Cassandra as 
she too was making her way to school. 

“Do my eyes deceive me?” asked Anya with surprise. 

“I don’t think so” added Susan following her out of the bus. 

“I think it’s sweet” said Tabitha 

“Well at least we know he likes girls…he what did I say” he added 
as the three girls gave him a horrid look. The four friends had 
just seen Eric glance twice in Cassandra’s direction as he passed 
through the gate. 

 

“This really gives me the chills” said Anya 

“Why don’t you close your eyes” Susan suggested patting her on 
the back. 

“Be strong” said Tabitha with a smile “it’s just a locker, we’ve 
faced worse” 

Anya didn’t answer as she watched Tabitha open her locker and 
take out some books. Why was the locker giving her a weird 
feeling? She could not tell. “Well see you after class then” said 
Susan as she followed Tabitha and Anya made her way to her 
first class. Once there she sat down and waited for it to end, Miss. 
Jane was going on about some insect, Anya wasn’t paying 
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attention. At the end of the class the teacher gave the students 
who were going on the trip a list. “Water bottles, pan, disposable 
plates…blah, blah, blah” read Anya throwing the list into the bin 
as she walked out of class. After three more classes Anya met 
Susan and Tabitha in the cafeteria. “The day’s not going well for 
you?” Susan asked as Anya sat down at the table with her food 
tray. 

“Nope not yet” she answered, ‘Where’s Seth?’ she thought 
looking around. 

“Hey girls” said Carl taking a seat next to Tabitha’s. 

“Where’s Eric?” Susan asked him sipping her juice. 

“Look behind” he answered, his mouth already full with his 
burger. 

The three girls looked and saw Eric coming towards them talking 
with Cassandra, Anya couldn’t help but smile. 

“Hi guys” he said sitting down, Cassandra smiled at them all and 
sat down as well. Tabitha looked a bit annoyed, “I better go” she 
said getting up and looking at the cafeteria clock. 

“Where?” asked Carl putting down his carton of milk, ready to go 
with her. 

“I thought your next class didn’t start for another fifteen 
minutes” said Cassandra. 

“I just have some business to attend to” Tabitha answered not 
looking at Cassandra. She grabbed her bag and walked away 
followed by Carl. 
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“I think I better go too” said Cassandra getting up as well, and 
without another word she walked out of the cafeteria, Eric looked 
sad. 

“What was that all about?” asked Susan looking at her friends. 

“I have no idea” answered Anya “both of them have been like this 
ever since they met” 

“Forget about it” said Susan, her eyes met Eric’s and she gave 
him a weird smile. 

“What?” he asked surprised. 

“You know what” said Anya smiling “you and the hood lady?” 

“It’s nothing, she’s just a friend” he answered not making eye 
contact. 

“Ooh! Friends?” laughed Susan 

“You make what ever you want of it” said Eric getting up “I have 
nothing to hide” 

“Just one question though” said Susan with a smile “Have you 
seen her face with her hood down?” 

“Haha” Eric replied, he picked up his bag and walked away. 

“Run all you want Romeo” Anya laughed watching him walk out 
of the cafeteria. 

“Anya” said Susan seriously 

“What?” she asked taking a sip of her juice. 
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“Have you seen Cassandra’s face without the hood?” she asked. 

Anya didn’t rely and both friends remained silent, none of them 
had seen Cassandra’s face, ‘I’ve always seen her with her hood 
on’ thought Anya getting up and putting away the food trays 
‘weird…what is her face like anyway?’ 

 

The final bell rang and Anya literally ran out of Mrs. Carl’s class, 
feeling free. She made her way towards the gate when her eyes 
went towards the bicycle stands and …Seth. 

“It’s now or never” she whispered to herself and walked towards 
Seth, who was unlocking a bicycle.  

“Hi” he said as he watched Anya walk towards him as he got up. 

“Hi” she smiled 

“We haven’t met properly yet” he said holding out his hand “I’m 
Seth…Seth Myers” 

“I’m Anya” she answered shaking his hand. 

“Just plain Anya?” he asked with a smile. 

‘Great he thinks I’m plain…no wait…he’s asking for my last name’ 

She saw Seth still looking at her and instead of telling him her 
last name she asked, “Haven’t seen you on the bus after school?” 

‘Good going’ she thought scolding herself ‘now he’ll think you’re 
nosy’ 
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“I take a bicycle home” he answered looking at the vehicle “I’ve 
got a friend…a friend…here, he comes to school on this bicycle 
and as he’s on the basketball team, he comes home late, so I take 
his bike and he gets a ride from his friends” 

Anya heard the bus stopping outside, “We better go” said Seth 
with a smile, he grabbed his bicycle and Anya walked with him 
towards the gate. 

“Where do you live?” he asked 

“In Colville” she answered reaching the gate, “Bye then” she 
waved as Seth got on the bicycle and rode away. 

 

Cassandra grabbed her books and walked out of the classroom 
towards the school gate. Near the gate a voice stopped her, it was 
Eric. 

“Hi Eric” she said looking behind. 

“Hey Cassandra” he said hurrying towards her. 

“So?” she asked, trying to figure out why he had stopped her. 

“So nothing” he answered with a smile “is it a crime to walk with 
someone” 

“No, it isn’t” she answered with a smile. 

“So…” began Eric  

“Look Eric” Cassandra cut through “I’m in a bit of a hurry and…” 
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“Oh! Okay” said Eric sounding hurt “no problem” and he went 
away, head down. 

Cassandra walked on feeling bad for what she had just done to 
Eric, she couldn’t understand why she hadn’t talked to Eric, she 
had just gotten a strange feeling when he came up to her. She 
watched Eric as he got on the bus, after Carl and Tabitha, ‘What’s 
up with that girl?’ she thought as the bus drove away. 
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Chapter 6 

 

“He talked to me” said Anya excited, taking her seat in the bus. 

“What did he say?” Susan asked interested. 

“Nothing much” Anya answered as kids began to fill the bus, “he 
told me his name…which is Seth Myers” she added as Susan 
raised her eyebrows, “and he walked me to the bus” 

“Big deal” said Carl walking towards the girls with a smile. 

Anya ignored him, “Where’s Eric?” she asked “he’s always earlier 
on the bus than you” 

“I saw him with Cassandra” answered Tabitha in a weird tone, 
sitting down. 

A moment later Eric came into the bus and took his seat between 
Susan and Anya, he looked sad. 

“Hey what’s up?” asked Anya concerned, as the bus started. 

“Nothing” he answered with a weak smile “I’m fine” and he took 
out a book from his bag and started reading it, his friends knew 
he didn’t want to talk. 

Carl got up and went to sit with a group of boys and the girls 
talked about what they were supposed to bring on the trip. Anya 
got bored, tuned out and spent the bus ride thinking about Seth. 
When the bus stopped the group got out, Carl walked away with 
Tabitha and Eric slowly went his own way. 

“Susan” said Anya watching Eric go “Think you can walk alone?” 
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Susan saw Anya watch Eric and understood “Fine with me” she 
answered “Let’s hope you get him to talk” 

Anya walked after Eric, “Hey” she said placing her hand on his 
shoulder “You really alright?” 

“You really are stubborn aren’t you?” asked Eric with a smile. 

“Well I try” she answered and led him to the park which had the 
playing equipment. 

“Comeon, sit” she pointed at the bench. 

“Very well Dr. Anya” he smiled sitting down and dropping his 
bag on the ground. 

“So” Anya began, sitting down herself “what happened? What’s 
bothering you?” 

“Well you know Cassandra?” 

“You mean the hood girl, right?” Anya answered laughing. 

“Yeah” he answered with a weak smile. 

“You like her don’t you” 

“I…yeah I do” 

“So what’s the problem?” she asked punching his shoulder, “Let 
me guess…You like her, even tried talking to her but you don’t 
know if she likes you back or not?” 

“You’re good” said Eric impressed. 
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“I know” she answered with a smile, tying her black hair into a 
knot. 

“But I think she really doesn’t like me” 

“Why?” questioned Anya “You’re sweet, in a nerdy kind of way” 

“Thanks” Eric answered “I’ll take that as a compliment, anyway 
forget about me, what’s up with you and the new boy?” 

“Is the news all over school?” 

“Yeah kind off” Eric answered with a smile. 

“Really” said Anya faking surprise and then she thought of 
something. 

“What’s wrong?” Eric asked concerned.   

“I got this” she answered making up her mind and taking out the 
letter from her pant’s pocket. Eric took it from her and opened it 
up. 

“Anya?” said Eric shocked when he finished reading it. 

“I know” she answered looking at her feet. 

“But how?” he asked, the letter still in his hand “you said that you 
defeated him” he added rubbing his chest; he remembered the 
vampire incident all too well. 

“I don’t know” she said taking the letter back from Eric, “Maybe 
he is….I just don’t know…I haven’t told anyone else yet” 

“We have to check it out” said Eric seriously. 
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“But how?” Anya asked not understanding him. 

“You remember the cave, don’t you?” looking into her wide open 
eyes. 

Anya remained silent, she could never forget that night. 

 

“I don’t believe we’re doing this” said Anya; she was walking with 
Eric, in the nearby forest, towards the caves. “And that too alone” 
she added, Eric remained silent and led the way. 

“Are you sure this is the one?” Anya asked as the two stood 
outside a cave’s mouth. 

“I’m positive” Eric answered looking at it closely “I just know it” 

The two walked into the cave, Eric took out a flashlight from 
inside his bag and led the way deeper into the cave. 

“Where is it?” he asked looking around. 

“What?” 

“Don’t you remember?” asked Eric “A vampire’s place is 
supposed to have a glow…The last time he was in here, the walls 
had these green crystals everywhere” 

“Maybe he isn’t here then” answered Anya trying to comfort 
herself “maybe he isn’t using this cave anymore? And the crystals 
must’ve disappeared, when he died or something?” 

“Maybe he’s further in” said Eric aiming the beam of light 
forward “Or he’s using another cave?” 
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“I don’t think we should be going in any further” said Anya as she 
saw Eric take a few steps forward. 

“We have to make sure” said Eric looking back at her. 

Again a weird feeling took over Anya, she felt as if she was going 
to faint, and as sudden as the feeling came, it went away. “Eric 
this is bad” said Anya not understanding what just happened. 
“Lets go” she added grabbing Eric by the arm and pulling “Let’s 
just go, this was a bad idea” 

“Anya let go” said Eric feeling her nails dig into his arm, “Anya 
stop” he yelled, but too late he tripped and the flashlight went 
flying in the air. The beam of light fell on the ceiling and 
hundreds of bats flew at the two friends. 

“Anya get down” Eric ordered pulling her to the ground. 

“I ain’t liking this one bit” screamed Anya over the screeching 
noise that surrounded them. She tried not to scream as she felt 
bats fly over her, hitting her head along the way. 

After some minutes, which felt like forever to Anya, the cave 
again engulfed the two friends in silence. Anya got up and ran 
towards the flashlight, she picked it up and it went out, she tried 
shaking it a few times but to no avail. 

“Eric where are you?” she yelled in the dark, trying to remain 
calm. A hand caught her by the shoulder and she screamed. 

“It’s me” came Eric’s voice “stop yelling” 

“I told you this was a bad idea” said Anya trying to figure out 
where his face was. 

“Leave it” said Eric. 
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“How do you suppose we get out of here?” Anya asked unable to 
keep herself calm. 

“Just follow my lead” Eric answered taking her hand. 

“How? We have no light” 

“Well werewolf powers allow me to see in the dark, but they can’t 
help me get rid of these glasses” he answered with a laugh and 
began leading Anya forwards. 

“Eric shouldn’t we be going backwards?” she asked as Eric pulled 
her along. 

“No. we are seeing this through” he answered. 

Anya could hear Eric sniffing the air as he led her deeper into the 
cave. 

“It looks like a maze down here” said Eric 

‘This is so not good’ thought Anya ‘there are tunnels here?’ she 
wanted to run back but without a flashlight she had no choice but 
to go along with Eric. “Thank goodness” breathed Anya as she 
saw a narrow beam light a few feet away from her. 

The two reached the narrow beam of light coming from between 
some rocks that were blocking, what seemed to be the exit. “I’ll 
see if I can move these” said Eric as he picked up a massive rock 
and got it out of a way, “These things are heavy” he said 
exhausted after moving a few more big rocks. The opening was a 
little wider now, “See if you can squeeze through” said Eric 
wiping sweat from his forehead. 

“I’ll try” said Anya determined to get out of the dark cave. The 
opening was a tight fit but she managed to get out and found 
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herself quite high from the ground, the sunlight blinded her for a 
minute. 

“Eric think you can get out?” she yelled from the other side. 

“I’ll try” he answered “these rocks are way too heavy for me to 
move on my own” 

“And here I was thinking that werewolf powers were doing you 
good” said Anya dusting dirt off her knee. 

“Well maybe I can….” 

“Maybe you can what?” asked Anya as Eric stopped in mid 
sentence. She heard something on the other side and a moment 
later Eric came through the opening, his body bent in a very 
weird way. 

“There” he said coming out along with his backpack and standing 
next to Anya “at least now I know I’m quite flexible”  

“That was cat like, not wolf like” said Anya watching Eric brush 
off dirt from his black hair, “Where are we?” she added looking 
around. 

“Well we’re outside our hometown, that’s for sure” he answered 
pushing back his glasses and looking around. “Hey” he cried “Is 
that the swamp near those woods?” 

Anya looked down to where he was pointing and sure enough 
there it was; a long way away from them, the swamp as well as 
the Singleton farm. “I never thought it would be so close to 
home” said Anya still looking at the swamp which was near a 
deserted farm. It looked scary to Anya as she continued to look at 
it. 
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“Well we better get going” said Eric making her snap out of it 
“it’ll get dark soon” 

Looking at the swamp one last time Anya turned to Eric, “So you 
think we are to go back through the cave?” she asked, hoping 
he’d say no. 

“I don’t know” he answered looking at the opening from where 
they had just gotten out. He then looked up and scratched his 
head, “You don’t reckon it’ll take us long if we climb this hill or 
whatever this is and go down the other side?” 

Anya looked up as well, ‘If this is a hill then it’s a huge one’ she 
thought ‘Cos I can’t make out the top’ 

“Well what do you think?” Eric asked again “because I can see a 
path we can use” 

‘You must’ve seen it through your wolf eyes’ she thought looking 
up again ‘Because I don’t see it’. “Okay you lead then” she said 
making up her mind. 

The two friends started climbing upwards, and still Anya was 
unsure if they were climbing a mountain, or a big hill or 
something, as the top still seemed as if it was a lot of kilometers 
away, to her. After a long climb Anya finally reached the path 
that Eric had seen, it was more of a flat surface, where the two 
stopped. 

“There’s Colville” yelled Eric pointing at the houses from above 
“We’re nearly there” 

“Well I admire you’re stamina” said Anya exhausted and 
clutching her ribs “But I can’t walk any further than this” 
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After resting a while, Anya got up and followed Eric down, and 
towards the forest.  

“Yes, flat ground” Anya yelled with joy as Eric helped her down 
the last few steps.  

“Well at least we found something useful” he said as the two went 
through the forest. 

“Like What?” 

“That David isn’t back” answered Eric adjusting his bag. 

“Yeah, that” she answered in a weak voice thinking about the 
letter. 

The two of them walked towards the park where Anya had left 
her backpack, behind some bushes. Waving each other good bye 
Anya walked towards her house feeling exhausted. ‘Why wasn’t 
there any glow in the cave?’ she thought walking towards her 
house, she remembered quite well that the cave had some kind of 
green crystals growing on its walls when David first came to 
town. ‘Maybe he isn’t back then? But that still doesn’t explain the 
letter? Or maybe he’s living somewhere else?’ 

 

“You’re quite late” said Anya’s mother as she opened the door 
“and dirty….” 

“Sorry mom” replied Anya as she dropped on the sofa, along with 
her bag, and closing her eyes “I was just out with the gang” 

“Anya what are you doing?” yelled her mother closing the door 
“get up right now and take a shower this instant” 
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“Mom please” pleaded Anya unable to move a muscle. 

“Comeon hush hush” said her mother. 

Defeated Anya got up grumpily and grabbing her bag she walked 
into her room. Throwing her bag into a corner she went to take a 
shower. 

“I am dirty” she said looking at her reflection in the mirror, her 
black hair was sticking out at odd angles, her face covered in dirt. 
“Very well then” she said taking off her clothes and turning on 
the shower. The water seemed to wash away all her exhaustion. 
Anya dried herself and putting on some clothes she went down to 
eat her dinner with her mom as her dad was going to come home 
late. After listening to her mother talk about how she had fought 
with Mrs. Drake over the last bottle of cleaning liquid while 
shopping, through the whole dinner, Anya got up and went to her 
room to sleep.  

“Finally some rest” she thought lying on her bed and closing her 
eyes. In a few minutes she fell asleep and had a strange dream. 
She couldn’t make out the stranger’s face but it looked like as if 
he or she was looking at her, sleep. She felt the stranger come 
closer and she opened her eyes. 

The room was dark as she looked around, she felt a chill in the 
wind and saw that the window was open. “Weird” she thought 
getting off her bed and going to the window “I’m sure I closed it 
when I fell asleep” 

Yawning she walked to her desk to look at her watch when 
suddenly she thought about the letter. She opened the drawer 
where she had put it before she had gone to sleep. “Where is it?” 
she asked herself searching for the letter in the drawer “I’m sure I 
put it in here”. The open window, the missing letter and her 
dream, all seemed to add up to her. She put her arms around 
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herself, trying to remain calm, “Who?” she asked herself unable 
to come up with an answer. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Anya didn’t feel a bit happy as her mother tried to wake her up 
the next morning. The incident that happened last night had her 
up for two whole hours. 

“Anya are you ready?” her mother asked shaking her awake. 

“For what?” Anya asked rubbing her eyes. 

“School” her mother answered “How can you forget?” 

“Yeah that” she answered yawning and got up. 

After breakfast she went to Susan’s and walked to the bus stop 
with her. She didn’t mention anything about the dream she had 
last night to Susan, as the girls waited for the others to arrive. 

“So how was it?” asked Carl walking towards Anya. 

“What?” she asked, unsure about what he meant. 

“Eric told us that you two saw the swamp yesterday” said Tabitha 
joining them. 

“What swamp?” Susan turned to Anya as well, eyebrows raised. 

“Eric and Anya saw the swamp yesterday” Tabitha answered, 
before Anya could speak. “They were out walking in the forest 
and thought of climbing the hill….you know the one with the 
caves” answered Carl 

‘So that’s how Eric told them’ she thought, she knew he had 
enough sense not to tell about the letter and the cave trip. 
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“Yeah” said Anya catching up “Eric had a feeling the swamp 
might be on the other side so I just went along with him” 

“Well actually I forced her” added Eric showing up behind her. 
The bus came and the friends, along with some other kids got in. 
Susan gave Anya a strange look and followed her to their seats. 
Once seated the group began talking about the trip….Anya didn’t 
pay any attention to what her friends were saying. She was still 
worried about the missing letter and she felt more gloomy, when 
Seth didn’t show up in the bus that morning. 

 

Reaching school Carl went to the gym; Eric to the library, Tabitha 
had a lab session but Susan, on the other hand, cornered Anya as 
she was opening her locker. 

“What did you find?” she asked 

“Was I supposed to find something?” Anya asked laughing as she 
closed her locker. 

“You don’t fool me Anya” Susan answered, an eyebrow raised. 

“Okay, okay” Anya answered, she knew Susan wasn’t going to 
give up “Eric and I searched the cave for the vampire shine, but 
we didn’t find it and ended up lost” 

“I knew it” said Susan “you went to the cave to see if David was 
back…I too keep remembering what happened…I still have 
nightmares” 

“Yeah me too” said Anya “I just had to check” 

“Well just know that we all are here for you” said Susan hugging 
her and she went away to her class. 
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Anya didn’t have class for some hours ‘Should I tell Susan’ she 
thought walking in the corridor ‘No’ she made up her mind ‘I 
have to keep it to myself…I don’t want my friends to get involved 
like last time’. 

Wanting to be alone she went to the library, “Well, desperate 
times call for desperate measures” she whispered as she stepped 
inside. 

“Hi” came a familiar voice and she saw Seth waving at her, Anya 
smiled and walked towards him. 

“I never knew you were the library type” she whispered to him 
sitting down. 

“The same can be said about you” he smiled feeling the 
librarian’s eyes on him. 

“Didn’t see you on the bus today” she said looking into his eyes. 

“I know” he answered “my friend didn’t come to school today so I 
took his bike” 

“So you are going on the trip?” 

“Of course” answered Seth “It’ll be fun, because of the whole 
haunted stuff, you?” 

“Yes, I am” she answered smiling. She was feeling so comfortable 
with him. 

“And so are the guys you hang out with?” 

“Yeah them too, we’re kind of a whole package deal” 
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“So don’t ask me minding” said Seth trying to sound cool “you 
don’t have a B.F, do you?” 

‘Yes, he’s interested’ thought Anya keeping herself from jumping 
with excitement, ‘Okay Anya play it cool’, “Funny you should ask” 
she answered smiling at him. 

“No, I was just making conversation” he answered “Nothing 
more” 

“Well I don’t have one” she answered “not yet that is”, and 
flashed him a smile. 

“Cool” said Seth sounding happy “Cool” 

The two of them talked about school and stuff while sitting there, 
books open in front of them as to look as if they were studying. 
From what he told her, Seth lived near the school and had just 
moved into town. His parents were doctors and traveled a lot. As 
a child he went along with them, but now he didn’t like moving 
form place to place and leaving his friends. Anya felt Seth 
starting to grow on her, she really liked him, ‘And maybe he likes 
me as well’ she thought. 

“Hey, Anya” said Seth as the two got up. 

“What?” she asked picking up her books. 

“You know her?” he asked pointing behind her.  

Anya turned around and saw a girl in a hood walking towards a 
bookcase in the fiction section of the library. 

“Yeah, her name id Cassandra” she answered looking at Seth. 

“She a friend?” he asked as the two walked out of the library. 
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“Well we are on talking grounds” said Anya “she’s a nice girl” 

“She’s weird” said Seth stretching his arms “With the hood and 
all. Have you seen her…?” 

“Face” Anya completed the sentence for him smiling. “No, maybe 
I did once…I don’t clearly remember though” 

“Wonder what she’s hiding?” he asked 

‘Forget about her’ thought Anya ‘talk about me’ 

“I heard she has something going on with your friend….Erin” he 
asked as the school bell rang. 

“Eric?” asked Anya “I don’t know…this is high school…you’re 
bound to hear rumors” 

As much as Anya liked Seth, she just couldn’t tell him about her 
friend’s personal life. 

 

“As everyone knows about the trip” came Miss. Jane’s voice “how 
many of you are definitely going?” 

The class murmured and looked at each other. The teacher took 
out a list, “I’ll call out the names I’ve got written her, and you are 
to show me your hands” 

“Terry Nott” read Miss. Jane and a boy lifted up his hand. “Pat 
Feller, Kirstein Heather, Sue Fletcher, Harvey Singleton, Rita 
Long and Anya Thompson” the students raised their hands as 
their names were called. Some of the other students that Miss. 
Jane called to made her cancel their names from the list. 
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“Very well then” she said putting the final list back into her bag 
“Seven ain’t that bad” 

Anya looked at the students who were going, Sue, Rita and 
Kirstein were talking to each other, every boy in Anya’s year had 
a crush on them…well not Eric, but who counts him. Anya liked 
referring to the girls as H.F.L. Terry was a member of the chess 
club and Pat and Harvey were the boys with a reputation in 
school.  

“Listen here” came Miss. Jane’s voice “You too…” she added 
refereeing to H.F.L. “I want all of you who are going, to wait on 
Friday morning near the gates with the things written on the list 
given to you. And please inform your parents that we’ll be 
returning on Sunday morning…” 

The rest of the announcement was drowned by the final bell and 
the class got up to leave, “Don’t forget Friday morning” Miss. 
Jane yelled over the mob. 

 

“Didn’t see you in the cafeteria” said Susan getting into the bus 
“And you’re late?” 

“I was with Seth” Anya answered taking her seat; she had gone to 
the bike stand to see if he was there but he had already gone 
home. “We just talked” 

“So we are finally going” smiled Carl sitting down. 

“Yup tomorrow” said Eric sitting down as well, followed by 
Tabitha. 

“Hey want to pack together?” Susan asked the girls. 
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“Yeah sure” answered Anya tying her hair into a knot. 

“No, I can’t” answered Tabitha “I have some things to take care 
of” 

 

Cassandra hurried out of the library as the final bell rang; she 
had been busy making her assignment. She was near the gates 
when she remembered something and ran back to her locker to 
get her book. “I wouldn’t have had been able to complete by 
assignment without you” she said to herself as she put the book 
into her bag. She started walking to the school gates when all of a 
sudden she felt an immense pain in her head as she reached the 
principals office. “Ahaaa” she cried as her bag fell to the ground, 
she felt weak as if she was going to faint. And then the feeling 
vanished. Cold sweat popped out of her forehead, not knowing 
what had just happened, she picked up her bag and made her 
way outside. She was half way to her house, when she felt as if 
she was being followed and quickened her pace. She looked back, 
without making it seem too obvious and saw a tall well built man 
in a black suit, some feet behind her. She turned a corner, going 
towards her house and still the man was behind her, ‘Why isn’t 
he turning?’ she asked herself. ‘Maybe he lives here’ she thought 
trying to calm herself. She began walking faster…was the man 
behind her still? Yes, he was. Finally she reached her house and 
quickly opened the door, locking it as she went inside. She 
peaked through her window; the man in the black suit looked at 
the house closely and whistled by. ‘Maybe I was imagining things’ 
she thought, as she dropped on the sofa closing her eyes. ‘Yeah, I 
was definitely imagining things’ she smiled to herself. 
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Chapter 8 

 

“Do we need conditioners?” Anya asked Susan.  

She was at Susan’s house and the two girls were packing things to 
take on the trip. 

“I don’t think so” answered Susan packing some clothes. 
“Okay…we have tissues, snacks, clothes, bottles, shoes, brushes, 
blankets….everything I guess” 

“Susan aren’t you worried?” asked Anya zipping her stuff up. 

“About the swamp? Nah…we’ve faced creepier stuff” she 
answered smiling. 

“How many people are going?” 

“Let me check” Susan answered taking out a list form her school 
bag “The five of us, H.F.L, Seth, and Harvey….well about fifteen. 
The rest just chickened out….the story about the swamp being 
haunted and stuff has spread like wild fire all over school” 

“What about sleeping” asked Anya brushing her hair infront of a 
mirror. 

“Well our teacher told us that we are three to one tent” 

“And you get too…” said Anya feeling excited. 

“No, Anya” said Susan, she knew what her friend was thinking 
“The boys are in separate ones” 
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“Dumb” whispered Anya and continued brushing her hair, 
‘twenty….twenty six. .’ she counted as she brushed. 

After a while Anya got up to leave as she had to pack her clothes 
at her house, Susan was some sizes smaller than her “Well see 
you then” she said waving Susan good bye. With her packed bag 
in one hand she walked towards her house. She was nearly there 
when she saw Tabitha walking on the street all alone as if in a 
hurry. ‘What’s she up to?’ thought Anya watching Tabitha turn 
towards her house, ‘It’s her life let her be’ spoke the sensible part 
of Anya’s brain, ‘Well I wouldn’t hurt to take a peek’ spoke the 
other side of her brain as soon as the sensible part had finished 
its sentence. And so Anya followed Tabitha. Trying not to be 
heard, as she followed her, Anya saw Tabitha go into her house. 

“Now what?” Anya asked herself. ‘Maybe I should give the 
backyard a try’ she thought and went behind the house not sure 
why she was doing this in the first place. 

“I told you not to call” came Tabitha’s voice as she opened the 
back door. 

Anya dropped behind the bushes and hid herself as she heard 
Tabitha walking in her backyard, talking on her mobile. 

“You made a mistake” said Tabitha sounding angry. Anya 
strained her ears, trying to hear more clearly. 

“Yes, I know what I’m supposed to do” said Tabitha “You just do 
your work” 

There was a sound of a door closing and Anya knew that Tabitha 
had gone inside. Anya quietly came out from her hiding place 
and started walking towards her house. 
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“I know what I’m supposed to do?” repeated Anya to herself as 
she walked towards her house ‘What was Tabitha talking about? 
And why was she so angry?’ 

 

“So you guys really going tomorrow?” asked Anya’s mom as Anya 
sat down to eat her dinner. 

“Yup, we’ll be coming back on Sunday” she answered 

“Glad you and your friends aren’t afraid of the whole swamp 
thing I heard about” said her father. 

“What?” Anya asked, not sure if she was following. 

“He’s right” answered her mother “I heard from Mrs. Denver that 
she isn’t allowing her kids to go…I didn’t know people still 
believed in such stuff” 

“It’s these movies” said her father “they are scaring the young 
generation into believing vampires and werewolves exist” 

Anya didn’t answer and just smiled, ‘Yeah they don’t exist dad’ 
she thought. 

 

Cassandra opened her eyes, “I must have over slept” she said to 
herself getting up with a yawn. She checked the time, it was ten. 
“Aunt Sue, should’ve woken me up” she said to herself. She 
closed the open book she had been reading, before she had fallen 
asleep, and put it aside. Feeling hungry she went downstairs to 
eat something. 
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“She still hasn’t come home” she said not seeing anyone 
downstairs. She poured herself a glass of milk and called her 
aunt. 

“Cassie where were you?” came her aunt’s voice as she answered 
her mobile. 

“I’m sorry I just feel asleep” Cassandra answered sitting down on 
the sofa and drinking her milk. 

“Yeah I figured” laughed her aunt “Anyway honey I’ll be working 
late tonight, have some things to check in Somerville…don’t wait 
up” 

“Okay see you in the morning” said Cassandra and she hung up. 

Her aunt was in the police and sometimes came home late. 
Cassandra got up and cleaned her empty glass. ‘Might as well 
check the doors’ she thought and she checked the front door. She 
went towards one of the windows and looked outside.  

“Who is he?” she asked herself stepping away from the window. 
Cassandra had just seen a man, in a suit, looking at her house 
form across the road. Trying to remain calm, Cassandra slowly 
peeked outside from the corner of the window. The stranger 
looked at the front door for a while, and went away whistling to 
himself. 

 

“What is it mom?” Anya asked as her mother was shaking her, 
trying to wake her up. 

“Anya it’s Friday” came her mother’s voice “Your trip 
remember?” 
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“Yeah that” Anya answered yawning. 

“Get up and get ready” said her mother, and she went 
downstairs. 

Anya got up, took a shower, put on some clothes and went 
downstairs. 

“You’ve packed everything?” her mother asked as she served 
Anya some toast. 

“Yeah I’ve packed” 

“Anyway dear you and your friends stay safe okay?” said her 
mother. 

“Mom” answered Anya, her face full of toast “Nothings going to 
happen, it’s just a trip to some God forsa….” 

“Hold your tongue young lady” her father cut through as he 
helped himself to a cup of coffee. 

“Okay” said Anya, her head down. 

“Just be safe” said her mother as she poured her daughter some 
milk “If any trouble, just call us” 

“On what?” asked Anya confused. 

Her father took out a band new mobile from his pant’s pocket 
and handed it to Anya, “On this” he added seeing Anya open her 
eyes wide. 

“You’re giving this to me?” she asked, out of breath. 
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“Well yeah” said her mother, giving her a kiss on her forehead 
“Our numbers on speed dial” 

“Thanks” she said pocketing her mobile. Giving her parents a hug 
she walked towards the door, “Mom my bag” she yelled from the 
door. 

“I knew you’d forget” said her mother handing it to her “I’ve 
checked the bag myself and added a few things myself…just to be 
on the safe side” 

“Thanks mom” said Anya “See you guys on Sunday” 

“Want me to give you a ride?” her dad asked from the kitchen. 

“No, I can manage” she answered taking her bag from her 
mother; “Thanks for the mobile” Anya added and went out of the 
house. 

“Well you won’t be getting anything for your birthday now” her 
mother yelled after her. 

“No, fair” Anya yelled back and walked towards Susan’s house, 
where Lizzie and Susan were waiting for her. 

“These bags are heavy” said Susan as Anya came towards her. 

“Tell me about it” said Anya patting Lizzie. 

“No, you can’t come Lizzie” said Susan as her dog looked at her 
with wide pleading eyes, “You go inside and be a good girl” Susan 
added and Lizzie went inside. 

“I keep having this feeling that Lizzie’s going to follow me” Susan 
told Anya as the two girls walked towards the bus stop. 
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“All packed?” Eric asked coming towards the two girls with a 
smile. 

“Yeah” said Anya, “Can’t wait to go” 

“Where’s Carl?” asked Susan. 

“There” said Anya looking at Carl coming towards the bus stop 
“With Tabitha….typical” 

“Hi dude” said Carl giving Eric a high five as he came towards his 
friends. 

“Nervous?” Tabitha asked the group, there were only the five of 
them waiting for the bus. The students who weren’t going to the 
swamp had a day off. After five minutes of waiting a bus stopped 
infront of them. It was different from their usual school bus and 
the driver was a very old lady. ‘At least the previous one had 
some fashion sense’ thought Anya as she got into the bus and 
looked at the driver’s hairstyle. 

“Well we’re finally going” said Eric sitting down. 

“Have we any weapons?” Tabitha asked looking at the group at 
large. 

“I’ve got a knife” said Carl, lying with his feet up in the back seat. 

“We can use fire” said Susan 

“So you guys really think all the stories are true” asked Tabitha. 

“We would’ve thought differently if we hadn’t gone through that 
ordeal with David” Anya answered and the group remained 
silent. 
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The bus made some other stops but no one got on, and to Anya’s 
disappointment Seth didn’t show up either. The bus stopped 
infront of the school and the kids filed out and walked towards 
Miss. Jane who was waiting for them near the gates. 

“Well I’m glad you all came” said Miss. Jane as she counted the 
teenagers who were assembling infront of her “fourteen ain’t that 
bad” 

‘We’re dead meat if the swamp creatures are more than our 
number’ thought Anya. She looked around, Carl was with his 
gym friends, and Susan was talking with Tabitha. Eric was 
walking towards Cassandra. The H.F.L were discussing a new 
perfume, ‘Why are those three even going?’ Anya thought looking 
at the girls, ‘Do they even know that there aren’t any malls were 
we are going?’ 

Anya felt a hand on her shoulder and she turned around to face 
Seth.  

“So you made it” said Anya smiling at him. 

“That makes fifteen” said Miss. Jane as she checked Seth on the 
list “Now please pay attention….William stop talking….thank 
you” 

The teenagers stopped talking and turned to the teacher “Let me 
tell you a few things before departing” said Miss. Jane “As the 
principle has placed me in charge of this trip, there were three of 
us but considering the small number of students going we settled 
on only one and I got selected” there was a tone of annoyance in 
her voice. “Now I don’t want any trouble on the trip” she 
continued “And I don’t want any of you wondering around after 
dark and away form the group….and keep in mind this is 
primarily a study trip for biology students so I want them to pay 
attention to the environment around them…am I clear?” 
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“Yes” the crowd murmured. 

“Okay then all of you in the bus” said Miss. Jane smiling. 

‘Well here we go’ thought Anya as she followed the others into 
the bus.  
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Chapter 9 

 

“Excited?” asked Seth sitting next to Anya in the bus. 

“Yeah” she answered with a smile. 

“Hey Seth” came William’s voice from infront of them. 

“Yeah, what is it?” 

“Come here dude, Dan’s telling a good story” 

“Be right back” Seth told Anya and went away. 

“That as good” breathed Eric 

“Why?” asked Carl seeing Anya give Eric a nasty look. The school 
janitor finished putting the bags in the bus and it started. 

“Because now we can talk more freely” answered Eric “So here’s 
the plan” 

The rest of the group leaned in to listen; “The first thing” 
continued Eric “is that we have to set our tents close together. 
Miss Jane said that there will be three kids in one tent, so Susan, 
Anya and Tab will sleep together, while Carl and I’ll take the 
other one with….” 

“Take Seth” Anya cut through. 

“Okay” smiled Eric understanding and continued “We should try 
and be close to Colville, you know near the path Anya and I used 
as that’ll be our escape route if something happens”. The others 
nodded in agreement. 
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“So it might just happen” asked Anya looking outside the window 
‘First vampires and now swamp zombies’ 

“Well, yes it just might” answered Eric pushing back his glasses. 

“Take a look at this” said Tabitha as she fished out a large book 
from her bag, Anya remembered seeing it in Tom’s bookstore 
once, the thought that she’d remember something like that 
surprised her. 

“I took it from Tom” said Tabitha watching Anya twitch, “he got 
it from a large library abroad….take a look at this” and Tabitha 
opened a page and began to read. 

“The creatures or zombies created through the resurrection spell 
are a work of pure evil, as these creatures are neither among the 
living nor the dead. Destroying such beings other than using 
spells is impossible as they will not rest until the curse is 
broken.” 

“Well that totally cancels the option of fighting these things with 
knives or fire” smiled Carl looking at the group. 

“Don’t worry Eric will think of something” said Susan smiling at 
her bespectacled friend. 

“Hey don’t put me under such pressure” he smiled pushing back 
his glasses. 

 

After a while the bus stopped on a road a little away from the 
forest. “We are here” came Miss Jane’s voice and teenagers got 
out. The bus driver waited for the boys to take out the bags and 
then it drove off. 
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“Well this is inviting” said Katherine rolling a strand of her 
golden brown hair in her finger and chewing gum as she watched 
her surroundings. 

“Yeah tell me about it” said Rita “I’m already bored” 

‘What were you expecting’ thought Anya ‘Disney Land?’ 

“Well pick up your belongings and follow me” said Miss Jane 
putting on her sunglasses. 

“Sorry I couldn’t be with you in the bus” said Seth as Anya went 
to pickup her backpack. 

“No problem” Anya smiled at him and the group followed their 
teacher past the forest and towards a clearing. It already had 
camping equipment there, “Glad that the staff didn’t forget these 
things” said Miss Jane looking at the teenagers “What are you 
waiting for, start building” 

All of the teenagers started working on setting up their tents.  

“Comeon” said Eric placing his bag on the ground “Carl and I will 
figure this out” he added unpacking his camping equipment. The 
H.F.L were having the other boys make their tent for them. And 
to Anya’s surprise, Seth was one of those boys. 

“Typical boys” said Anya watching Seth unpack the H.F.L’s tent, 
as Tabitha watched amused. 

“Don’t worry” Susan told Anya laughing “Let’s go get water” 

“Wait a minute” said Anya 

“What?” asked Tabitha, taking a kettle out of her bag. 
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“I’ll go get the water” Anya answered “you guys make a fireplace” 

“Fine” said Tabitha as Susan took out a box of matchsticks. 

Anya took the kettle from Tab and walked towards Miss Jane, 
who was setting up her tent with William and Daniel’s help. 

“Miss Jane, where are we to get water from?” Anya asked 

“From the tap over there” her teacher answered pointing behind 
Anya “now if you’ll excuse me, I’ve got to figure out how to peg 
this down correctly” 

Anya walked away in the direction Miss Jane had pointed out to 
her, and she found the tap near the Singleton farm, she could see 
the Singleton house a little farther away, the whole area looked 
deserted. The Singleton house itself was boarded up. 

“Ouch!” 

Anya was paying the house so much attention that she forgot to 
look infront of her. 

“Sorry Cassandra” said Anya helping the girl up. 

“It’s nothing” she said bending down to pick up her large plastic 
jar. 

“Creepy house” said Anya looking at the Singleton’s residence 
and turning on the tap, after a while cold water came rushing out 
and began filling up her kettle. 

“Yeah” said Cassandra “The Singleton’s who used to live here just 
went away, leaving the farm and everything, after the swamp 
incident” 
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“Who are you sharing the tent with?” Anya asked as Cassandra 
began filling her jar. 

“Well there are sixteen of us including Miss Jane” Cassandra 
answered turning the tap off, “In which seven are girls and seven 
are boys, and three are to each tent” 

Anya and Cassandra began walking towards the campsite with 
their filled utensils “But you still haven’t …” said Anya 

Cassandra looked at her “I’m sleeping with the babes that were 
born with a Parada shoe in their mouths” 

“Parada shoes?” said Anya trying to figure it out, and then it hit 
her “Cassandra surely not?” she added trying not to laugh. 

Cassandra nodded and three beautiful girls came running 
towards her, “Hello Anya” they said together, looking at her. 

“Hey girls” said Anya smiling, ‘Yup, Cassandra’s done for’ she 
thought. 

“Cassie” said Kirstein “darling hurry up, after this, we are 
planning to do a make over….surely you know that this hood 
style of yours is such a downer” 

Cassandra followed the three girls with a last glance at Anya who 
whispered “Good luck” to her. 

 

“There” said Tabitha, finally finishing with the fireplace and 
taking the kettle from Anya, “Oh! The waters quite cold” she 
added. 

“I watched Cassie with the H.F.L” said Susan smiling “Poor soul” 
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“Where are the boys?” asked Anya 

“Over there” pointed Tabitha. 

Anya turned around and saw Carl, Eric and Seth working on two 
tents. Anya looked at the place the boys were setting up the tents 
and then towards the hill, ‘Colville seems quite far’ she thought 
walking towards the boys. 

“I can’t get this right” yelled Carl struggling with the tent as Seth 
laughed; Eric on the other hand was half-way through the tent he 
was working on. 

“Eric give me the manual” said Anya laughing and Eric threw it 
towards her. 

“Why aren’t you reading this?” Anya asked catching the manual. 

“We are men” said Carl setting up the poles “we were born 
with….damn this tent” yelled Carl, as the poles fell to the ground. 
Seth burst out laughing. 

“Let me see” said Anya trying to be serious and opening up the 
manual “Step one: Adjust the poles as in the figure shown here. 
Step two: peg the cloth when the poles are adjusted. Step three: 
By now the tent should be erect….Oh!” 

Anya stopped reading and blushed, Carl and Seth grinned at each 
other. 

“The tent will be erect” said Eric coming towards the three 
having finished with his tent, “Not the thing that’s on your mind” 
he added taking the manual from Anya and softly hitting her on 
the head with it. “Let me do this” he said and took the equipment 
from Carl and Seth. 
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Anya called the girls and the three went into the tent Eric had 
just made and unpacked their stuff inside. “This is fun” said Anya 
taking out some blankets. 

“It would have been, without our problems” said Tabitha opening 
up her bag. 

“Oh! Be quiet” said Susan taking out a lantern “No, cursed 
swamp talk right now” 

Anya went outside, the boys were unpacking inside their tents, 
from the sounds coming from inside the tent, it seemed as if Carl 
and Seth were fighting for a better place. Anya looked around the 
campsite, the H.F.L were having Harvey and his gang make a 
small fireplace for them, ‘Lucky girls’ thought Anya watching 
Rita and Kirstein apply nail polish on Sue’s toes. Cassandra 
smiled at Anya and walked towards her. 

“Having fun?” asked Anya smiling 

“Those three are the biggest creeps I’ve ever met” said Cassandra 
“They wanted to apply makeup on me” 

Anya looked at Cassandra, her blue eyes watching the forest near 
them, ‘What does she look like?’ Anya thought as she watched 
Cassandra’s gaze fall on Eric who was walking towards them. 

“Hello Cassandra” he said smiling. 

“Hi Eric” 

“Anya come on, Tab wants us in the tent” he said. Anya walked 
slowly towards the tent and heard Eric invite Cassandra as well. 

“No, I’ll pass” came Cassandra’s voice “I still have some things to 
unpack” 
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“Why so gloomy?” asked Anya as Eric caught up with her. 

“Never mind” said Eric 

“Never mind?” asked Anya smiling “hey I can tell she likes you 
too” 

“You think?” asked Eric, sounding hopeful. 

“It’s obvious” answered Anya smiling at her friend. 

“Well I hope she’ll be alright” said Eric. Anya knew he worried 
about Cassandra, she felt the same way for Seth. ‘Will they 
believe if I told them that the swamp is really haunted?’ she 
thought. 

“Don’t worry” said Anya “Comeon, in to the tent” 

“So, what is it?” Eric asked Tabitha as he followed Anya into the 
girls tent, the whole group along with Seth were inside, a little 
cramped. 

“Don’t worry” said Tabitha “I’ve told Seth everything” she added 
looking at the expression on Anya’s face. 

“Yeah, Tabitha told me that you guys think that the swamp’s 
cursed” said Seth rolling his eyes “As I didn’t have anything 
better to do, I thought I’ll just play along” 

Anya smiled and sat down next to Seth, Tabitha opened up her 
book and started to read, “The Resurrection spell is believed to 
have originated from the African tribes, where the chief of the 
tribe caste this spell as to control the dead ones of his tribe.” 

“I always knew African mumbo jumbo was weird” said Carl, 
cleaning his ear with his finger. 
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“The rest of the chapter” continued Tabitha “is all about the 
undead….but nothing about the spell” 

“See if there’s any way of defeating them, other than magical 
means?” asked Eric 

“You guys take you magic stuff way too seriously” said Seth 
laughing, before Tabitha could answer; he looked around the 
group for someone to laugh with him and became quiet when he 
saw that everyone was serious, “My bad” he whispered. 

“No, we can only completely defeat them through magical 
means” said Tabitha, sounding as if she hadn’t just been 
interrupted. 

Miss Jane’s voice came into the tent from outside, “All of you 
please come outside” 

The six friends went outside and joined the others. “As it is still 
daylight” said Miss Jane “I want you to go into the forest and 
bring me back the names of the animals you see in there” 

The crowd groaned and Kirstein said “Miss Jane I can’t go in 
there” 

“Don’t worry Kirstein” said Miss Jane smiling at her “there aren’t 
any dangerous animal in there” 

“I’m more worried about my hair” she moaned “I just got them 
done yesterday” 

“As I said” continued Miss Jane ignoring Kirstein “you are to go 
in there and collect information….don’t forget this is an 
educational field trip…now go” 
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Kirstein screamed, “We are not touching bugs” said Sue as Rita 
comforted Kirstein. 

“For heaven’s sake just go” aid Miss Jane losing her patience. 

The fifteen teenagers went into the forest, Harvey and his friends 
went with the H.F.L, Terry having nothing better to do, followed 
suit. Cassandra, on the other hand tagged along with Anya and 
the rest. 

“We still have time till sunset” said Eric checking his watch “Let’s 
check out the swamp” 

“Let’s check out the what?” asked Anya stopping in her tracks. 

“The swamp” said Eric “we have to see the place” 

“Why are we going there?” Cassandra asked confused. 

“Don’t ask me” answered Seth smiling “These five are a weird 
bunch” 

The group was about to go to the swamp when all of a sudden 
they heard a scream. 
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Chapter 10 

 

“What was that?” asked Anya, clutching Seth’s arm. 

“It was a scream” said Susan sounding worried “Comeon” 

The group ran towards the source of the sound, and then they 
heard another scream. 

“Damn you” yelled Anya when she saw what was happening. Sue 
was trying to shake off a caterpillar from her shoulder and the 
rest of the H.F.L were dancing around her, completely confused. 

“It’s just an insect” said Susan picking it up from Sue’s shoulder, 
trying not to laugh. 

“That’s no excuse” panted Sue “it’s still disgusting”, her friends 
nodded in agreement. 

“Where are Harvey and the boys?” asked Tabitha, looking 
around. 

“I don’t know” said Kirstein as Rita brushed Sue’s shoulder “They 
said something about smoking” 

“They what?” asked Carl, sounding interested. 

Kirstein didn’t say anything else and went away with her two 
girlfriends. 

“Well that was interesting” said Cassandra as she watched the 
girls walk away. 
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“Anyway to the swamp” said Eric, and the seven friends walked 
through the forest. They went deeper into the forest, Anya looked 
at the huge trees, she started getting an eerie feeling. 

“It’s huge” said Eric when the friends reached their destination 
“and it smells” 

The swamp was quite huge and looked sinister; the pale, yellow 
green water looked sickening. 

“Gross” whispered Susan, trying not to breathe too much. 

Eric carefully went towards it, “The ground’s not that soft” he 
said and bent down to take a closer look at the swamp. 

“Eric don’t touch it” said Cassandra looking worried. 

Tying her hair into a knot, Anya also inched closer towards the 
swamp, ‘Why am I doing this again?’ she thought as she got 
closer. Reaching the swamp she looked into it, the water seemed 
still, she strained harder and then screamed. The rest of the 
group came towards her, “What happened?” asked Seth looking 
at her. 

“There are bodies in there” she whispered closing her eyes. 

Eric got up as well and wiped his glasses, nodding his head. 
Looking at each other, both Tabitha and Cassandra bent down to 
take a look. 

“She’s right” said Tab, getting back up and trying to remain calm 
“I just saw a face in there” 

“I’ll take your word for it” said Carl, not daring to look for 
himself. 
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“Same here” added Susan not looking at the swamp. 

Cassandra got up herself, she didn’t say a word but her silence 
told a lot. 

“Oh! Comeon” said Seth looking at the group, waiting for 
someone to laugh and yell “Gotcha” 

No one spoke a word and he walked towards the swamp water, 
smiling, he bent down and looked into it. “Oh! Shit” he yelled 
backing up “There’s a dead dude in there…this is so not cool” 

“Did someone murder these guys and dumped them here?” he 
asked stepping away from the swamp, not daring to look at it 
again. 

“We told you” said Tabitha, speaking for the group “This is a 
cursed swamp….if these bodies were murder cases, then surely 
the police would’ve seen them” 

“I thought the police checked the swamp after the 
disappearances?” asked Cassandra “Why didn’t they see the 
bodies?” she added putting her arms around herself. 

“Maybe the bodies come up to the surface only when it’s time for 
them to come back to life, after every fifty years” answered Eric 
pushing back his glasses. 

No one spoke; Eric’s words made sense and Seth leaned against a 
tree, trying to calm himself down. ‘Well I don’t blame him’ 
thought Anya as she watched Seth ‘it’s not easy to believe 
everything all at once’ 

“Don’t mind me saying this” Carl cleaned his throat “but what the 
hell are we doing standing here right now?” 
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“Hey” said Anya walking towards Seth as he opened his eyes, 
giving her a smile “Let’s go” she added and the two followed the 
rest of the group towards the campsite. 

“Cassie” came Sue’s singing voice as the friends reached the tents 
“we need your help” 

“I better go” said Cassandra and she went away. 

Miss Jane was sitting with the boys talking about her ex-
boyfriend, ‘Camping does makes you open up’ thought Anya as 
she walked towards her tent. 

“Why don’t we light a fire?” asked Susan trying to sound cheerful. 
After five minutes the group was sitting around a crackling fire. 

“Got room for me?” asked Cassandra as she squeezed herself 
between Carl and Susan. Anya had a feeling that Cassandra was 
trying to be as far away from Tabitha as possible, who herself was 
doing the same thing herself. 

Susan placed the kettle to boil on the fire; the wind seemed to get 
chilly and Anya got closer to Seth, who smiled. 

“How do we know that the zombies won’t come tonight?” asked 
Carl 

“They won’t come tonight” said Tabitha “because the book clearly 
states that the undead only rise when the moon disappears and I 
don’t see that happening tonight” 

“You mean that if the moon doesn’t disappear in these three 
days” asked Anya “Then there’ll be no monsters?” 

“Well not in these three days” answered Tabitha “don’t know 
about the rest of the days” 
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Susan poured tea for the group, twenty feet away Miss Jane was 
laughing with the rest of the teenagers. 

“We need a plan” said Eric sipping his tea. 

“Don’t we already have one?” asked Carl. 

“We need a new one as these creatures are only going bye bye 
through magical means” Eric answered “which we do not have” 

“We can only run back to Colville I guess” said Susan 

“What about the others?” asked Seth concerned, “They won’t 
believe us and I don’t think they’ll be willing to look into the 
swamp” 

Anya looked at the others sitting with her teacher, ‘How can they 
all survive?’ 

“Anya” said Susan 

Anya turned around, “Sorry” she said. The air around them got 
colder. 

Susan got up, “Any of you hungry?” 

“What have we got?” asked Seth patting his stomach. 

“I’ll go check” said Susan and went into her tent. 

Again Anya’s mind strayed away, ‘They can only be completely 
defeated through magical means’ she thought ‘magical means’ 
and then she remembered about the Singleton farm…. 

“Guys I was wondering about the…” 
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“About the farm” Eric cut through “Yeah I’ve been thinking the 
same” 

“Are we invited in this little chat of yours?” asked Carl, not 
knowing what the two were talking about. 

“The Singleton residence was made after the incident” answered 
Eric “and I just feel that we have to check it out as well” 

“Why bother?” Carl yawned lying on the ground. 

“We’ll go there in the morning” said Tabitha. 

“Yeah” whispered Seth “as if dead men weren’t good enough” 

“Trust me” said Anya smiling at him “This is just the beginning” 

 

All of the teenagers decided that they’d have a joint dinner that 
night. Susan and Anya went into their tents to get the plates; the 
boys were busy roasting beans on the fire. “So how is it going 
with Seth?” asked Susan, handing Anya the plates. 

“Well it’s going quite fine” she answered laughing “owing to the 
fact that we might be attacked by swamp zombies while we are 
here” 

“Comeon” said Susan balancing some mugs and leading the way 
to the campsite, the smell of ham and beans was in the air. “This 
smells good” said Miss Jane joining the teenagers around the 
fire. Anya started distributing the plates among the group, “Hey 
where’s Eric and Cassandra?” she asked looking around. 

“Cassandra went inside her tent to sleep” Tabitha answered 
helping herself to dinner. 
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“And Eric said something about taking a walk” answered Seth as 
Anya sat next to him with her food. 

“Where to?” she asked, she had a feeling that she knew the 
answer. 

“Into the for…” 

“And you let him go?” Anya cut him through; she looked at her 
friends for an explanation. 

“Eric’s a big boy” said Carl eating his food “he can handle 
himself” 

Anya didn’t say a thing and got up leaving her plate on the 
ground, “What’s wrong Anya?” asked her teacher. 

“Nothing” Anya lied with a smile “I have to get something from 
the tent” she added and walked away to her tent. 

“Where are you going?” asked Seth as she came back outside, 
pocketing a flashlight. 

“To find Eric” she answered “where else?” 

“We’re going with you” said Susan 

“Don’t bother” she answered looking at Carl. 

“Hey what did I do” he said defending himself “If that dude 
wanted to go for a walk why would I stop him” 

Anya didn’t say anything, she didn’t expect Carl to understand, 
she had gone through the fear of losing her friends during the 
vampire incident, she knew how close she was to death and the 
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fear of losing her friends. And now they were in a cursed swamp 
and she was experiencing the same fears again. 

“Hey it’s nothing” said Anya calming herself down “tell you what, 
if I’m not back in fifteen minutes then you guys can come after 
me….and besides, Miss Jane won’t allow all of us to go” 

“We’ll give you ten minutes” said Seth sounding worried. 

Anya gave her friends a smile and walked towards the forest, 
‘Great, just great’ she thought switching on her flashlight. She 
cursed herself for not letting the others come with her, ‘What’s 
wrong with me?’ she thought as she made her way towards the 
swamp, she knew she’d find Eric there. She looked all around as 
she walked, the shinning eyes form behind the trees were giving 
her the creeps. Anya quickened her pace, hurrying towards the 
swamp thinking about kicking Eric between the legs when she 
finds him. After about ten minutes she reached the swamp, a 
green glow was lightly radiating from its depths. “Now where is 
that bespectacled son of a bit…” she said looking around 

“Anya” came a voice from above her and she gave a blood curling 
scream. 

“Ssshhhh” said Eric as he jumped down infront of her from a tree 
“What are you doing here?” 

“What are you doing here?” Anya glared at him “and what were 
you doing up on a tree?” 

“To answer your first question” said Eric dodging Anya’s slap, 
laughing “I came here to collect a sample, I wanted to run some 
tests on it….Anya stop trying to hit me….as for the second 
question, I climbed the tree to get a look at the swamp from 
above” 
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“That was still irresponsible” 

“I know and I’m sorry” said Eric pushing back his glasses “Now 
come on lets go, the others must’ve heard you scream”  

The two walked away from the swamp towards the campsite. 
“Anya” came Seth’s voice as he came running towards her with 
his flashlight, followed by Susan, Carl and Tabitha, “We heard 
you scream” said Seth looking at Anya “are you alright?” 

“I’m okay” she answered smiling at him. 

“That was dumb of you Eric” scolded Susan “going into the forest 
alone” 

Eric didn’t say anything and bowed his head; his friends knew he 
was sorry for his actions. “Well let’s go back” said Carl “Miss Jane 
is probably boiling with anger by now” 

 

“You kids are seriously breaking curfew” yelled their teacher, her 
hands on her hips, as the six teenagers came into sight. 

“Sorry Miss Jane” said Eric  

“All of you to your tents” said Miss Jane “Anya and Eric, I 
expected better from you” 

‘How was I supposed to know’ thought Anya rolling her eyes and 
going into her tent. 

“You guys want me to turn off the lantern?” asked Susan 

“The campfire’s about to go out” yawned Anya “just dim it a 
little” 
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Susan dimmed the lantern and went under her blanket, Tabitha 
was already in hers. 

‘Ring.Ring.Ring’ 

“What’s that?” asked Susan sitting up straight. 

“It’s my cell” said Anya searching for it in her bag, ‘How can I 
forget that I had a cell?’ 

“You had a cell?” Tabitha asked yawning “I don’t think cells are 
allowed” 

“I have a cell” Anya corrected her “and who cares”, she gestured 
to her friends to be silent and answered the call, “Hello” 

“Hi dear” came a voice. 

“Hey mom” said Anya keeping her voice low, if cells weren’t 
allowed on the trip then she wasn’t keen on making Miss Jane 
find out that she had one. 

“Having fun?” 

“You have no idea” Anya smiled 

“Well I just called to ask if everything was alright” 

“It’s going fine” 

“Well okay then dear” said her mother “Tell your friends to take 
care of themselves” and then she hung up. 

“How is she doing?” asked Anya’s father watching the television. 
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“She says she’s having fun” said his wife with a smile; she sat 
down on the couch with her husband “I sometimes worry about 
her” 

“Why?” asked her husband, giving her a kiss. 

“You know about the stories surrounding the swamp and I keep 
having these dreams that they’ll take our Anya away from us” 

“Stop worrying” said her husband “No one can take her away 
from us, she is our daughter regardless of what they might 
think….we’ve discussed this, now stop worrying” 

“Okay” whispered Anya’s mother as she got closer to her 
husband, watching the T.V, trying to remain calm.  
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Chapter 11 

 

“Damn you” groaned Anya as Susan shook her awake the next 
morning. 

“Wake up sleepy head” said Susan, giving Anya another shake. 
Anya got up and looked outside, the shinning sun blinded her for 
a moment and she retreated back into the tent. 

“What time is it?” Anya yawned looking at Susan, who was tying 
her blonde hair into a pony tail. 

“It’s nine in the morning” said Tabitha entering the tent, looking 
as great as ever “breakfast is getting ready….i came here to ask 
what you want to eat?” 

“I’ll take bacon” Anya yawned scratching her head. 

“I’ll come and help” said Susan as she followed Tabitha outside, 
“Anya you better get ready and come outside” 

“Aren’t the boys up yet?” asked Anya as she came out of the tent 
after a while. 

“Eric’s trying to wake the two up” said Susan as she fried some 
eggs. 

“Well at least someone’s up” said Cassandra coming towards 
them, Tabitha said something about getting something and went 
into the tent. 

“Miss Jane is also up” said Cassandra “let’s see how she fairs in 
waking the H.F.L up…cos believe me, I’ve tried”  
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Cassandra sat down with Susan and helped her make tea, “The 
boys should hurry up” said Susan pouring Anya a cup “As we’re 
to go to the farm today” 

“Mornin” yawned Seth as he came out of his tent, followed by 
Eric and Carl. 

“Eggs” said Carl in delight watching Susan frying them. 

“You better wash” said Susan slapping his hand away from the 
plate, “Both of you” she added and Seth and Carl walked away. 

“Where’s Tab?” asked Eric as Anya handed him some bacon. 

“I’m here” said Tabitha walking towards them with some cups. 

“Good to see that some of you are awake” said Miss Jane coming 
towards the group. 

Susan poured her a cup of tea and she sat down with them, “I 
don’t know why the school even bothered with this field trip” said 
Miss Jane sipping her tea “I mean what’s the point if the students 
aren’t the slightest bit interested” 

The teenagers didn’t say a thing; it was obvious to them that their 
teacher was hoping for the trip to end. “We are allowed to go out 
right?” Eric asked 

“Yes, you are as long as you guys come back before dark” 
answered Miss Jane “I don’t want you to repeat what you did last 
night” 

“Well lets go then” said Anya as Miss Jane got up and walked 
away to wake the other kids. 
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The seven cleared away their stuff and Eric led the way towards 
the Singleton’s residence. “Man this house is creepy” said Carl as 
the house came into view. The group walked on and stopped 
infront of it. The windows were boarded up as well as the front 
door. 

“It won’t budge” said Eric, giving the door a push. 

“Let me try” said Carl, he kicked at the door and it flew open. 

‘Seems like Carl has also got some werewolf powers left’ thought 
Anya as she followed Eric inside. 

“This place is quite dark” said Susan switching on her flashlight. 

She was right, because of being boarded up; the interior of the 
house was quite dark. Anya switched on her flashlight as well; 
everything was covered in dust and looked very old and weak. 

“Well” said Eric looking at his friends “Split up into two teams 
and search the place” 

Carl instinctively went closer to Tabitha, and the two joined Eric 
and Seth. Susan, Anya and Cassandra made the second group. 

“If you see any strange thing” said Eric “Call out” 

“Let’s go upstairs” suggested Susan and Cassandra and Anya 
followed her. The stairs creaked as the girls went upstairs. 

“Let’s go inside then” said Anya directing her flashlight’s beam 
on the first door that they saw and she opened it. The girls found 
themselves in a bed room; dust swirled in the tiny specks of light 
that was entering through the boarded windows. The girls 
searched in the drawers, but found nothing strange. 
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“Why didn’t the Singleton’s take away their thing?” Susan asked 
looking at the old clothes in the drawers. 

“I don’t know Susan” said Anya “Maybe they ran away” 

They went into another room, but found nothing. “Well let’s go 
downstairs” said Cassandra dusting dust off her hood. The three 
went downstairs and found the others, in what seemed to be a 
kitchen. 

“Find anything?” asked Eric. 

“No, you?” asked Anya 

“Nope” 

“We better go then” said Tabitha, Carl was behind her, 
rummaging through a cabinet. 

“Where’s Seth?” Anya asked 

“I’m over here” came his voice. The friends walked towards him, 
outside the kitchen. 

“This door won’t budge” he said, giving it a push. 

“Let’s see” said Carl, Seth moved away and Carl kicked the door, 
the lock broke and the friends saw a small empty room filled with 
dust. 

“Why is this room empty?” asked Eric entering the room and 
looking around. The other teenagers went in as well. 

“Let’s just go” said Seth “people always end up dead if they snoop 
around way too much, in the movies” 
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The rest of the group followed Seth out of the room when Anya 
saw something. 

“Anya what is it?” asked Cassandra as she saw Anya stop in her 
tracks. 

“Wait a minute” said Anya and she bent down examining the 
floor, she ran her finger over it, “I think this is a cellar” she added 
brushing away some of the dust. 

Her friends gathered around her, Carl bent down and pulled on 
the cellar door, there was a sound of something breaking and it 
opened up. 

“Great” said Seth smiling “A cursed swamp and a creepy looking 
house with a dark cellar” 

“Let’s go then” said Eric with a grin and he stepped down the 
stairs, followed by the others. 

The seven friends found themselves in a dusty basement; Anya 
saw a bulb and switched it on by pulling the string. “What are 
these books?” asked Susan taking out a dusty book off one of the 
shelves. 

“These look like magical books” said Cassandra as she opened a 
book herself “It’s full of weird symbols” 

The friends looked around; the whole basement had shelves, full 
of books and scrolls. 

“These are very old” said Tabitha, opening up a scroll “I can’t 
translate them” 

“So the Singleton’s performed magic” said Eric looking at the 
stacks of dusty old books. 
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“Not a surprise” said Carl opening up a cabinet, it was full of jars, 
“Looks like ingredients to me” he added looking at the jars which 
had strange liquids swirling in them. 

“Maybe we can find something that’ll help us defeat these swamp 
zombies of yours” said Seth looking around. 

Cassandra started looking into some scrolls that were lying on 
the ground, Tabitha opened another large book. “Hey guys” said 
Susan, she was examining a large trunk in a corner “it’s locked 
and looks important” 

The boys and Anya went towards the trunk. “Let’s see what’s 
inside” Seth smiled pulling at the trunk handle, but it wouldn’t 
open, Anya had a feeling that Seth was trying to outshine Carl in 
terms of strength. 

“If I may” Carl smiled, Seth stepped aside, and he gave the truck 
a pull, “Eric it seems to be nailed shut, give me a hand” 

Together the two boys opened up the trunk, it was full of jars, 
filled with dead frogs and bats and scrolls, sealed with wax. Anya 
was shocked to see a small cauldron in it as well. 

“They really did perform magic” said Susan taking out a jar 
which had a frog in it “Creepy, if you ask me” she added, putting 
it back. 

“You guys find anything?” Eric asked Cassandra and Tabitha. 

“No” answered Tabitha closing her fifth book “I can’t make out 
more than half of the symbols in these” 

“And these scrolls have recipes for potions” said Cassandra “and 
something about identifying werewolves” she added giving Eric a 
strange look, “Nothing else” 
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“These seem interesting” said Tabitha as she walked towards the 
trunk and picked up a scroll. 

“Well take what you want” said Carl looking around the 
basement “Let’s just get out of here” 

Everyone agreed, Tabitha picked up a book and Cassandra 
picked up some scrolls from the trunk, and followed the rest up 
the stairs as Eric turned off the light. 

 

The seven friends made their way to the campsite, the rest of the 
teenagers were awake and eating breakfast. Tabitha went into 
her tent and Cassandra went into hers, to drop off the stuff that 
they were carrying. 

“We will be going home tomorrow” said Miss Jane as the rest of 
the group sat down around the fireplace. 

‘Good’ thought Anya as she drank water from her bottle ‘maybe 
we won’t have to deal with the monsters after all’ 

Eric got up and went into his tent; “Find anything?” asked Anya 
as Tabitha came towards them. 

“Nope” said Tabitha shaking her head “We have got to find 
someone of magical descent” she added sitting down and taking 
a sandwich from Susan. 

“Where were you guys just now?” asked Harvey as he drank his 
tea. 

“We were out near the Singleton residence” answered Carl 
yawning. 
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All of a sudden Anya had a thought, “Any chance you know about 
those Singleton’s?” Anya asked Harvey. 

“Nope” he answered cleaning his ear with his finger “my folks 
aren’t from here” 

‘Well it was worth a try’ thought Anya. 

“Hey guys” came Eric’s voice from inside his tent  

“What is it Banna?” asked Terry as everyone turned towards the 
tent. 

“I think he has thought of something” said Seth and the friends 
got up and went towards his tent. 

“What did you find?” asked Susan. 

Eric was sitting inside his tent; he looked at them with a smile, a 
test tube and a lighter in his hands. 

“I think I’ve figured out a way to defeat them” he smiled, his eyes 
beaming. 

“Well let’s hope this works” said Anya. 

 

After having a combined dinner, the teenagers retreated to their 
tents. 

“Well let’s just hope nothing happens” said Anya as she went into 
her blanket. 

“Same here” said Susan, she looked around “Tabitha what are 
you making?” 
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“Oh! Nothing” she answered as she poured juice for the all of 
them “as we’ll be going back tomorrow I thought we might as 
well end our supplies” 

“Tastes funny” said Anya taking a sip. 

“Dad sent it from abroad” Tabitha answered drinking it as well “I 
also gave the boys some, it’s supposed to freshen the mind” 

“Well cheers” said Susan and she drank the whole cup. 

  

“Cassie what are you doing with these dirty scrolls?” Sue asked as 
she came into the tent and watched Cassandra reading them 
under the lanterns light. 

 “Yeah take them out” said Rita tying back her hair, and 
Katherine nodded. 

“Fine” said Cassandra getting up and picking up the scrolls, 
“Anything else you want me to do?” 

Cassandra waited for the three girls to answer, “Guys?” she asked 
looking at them. Suddenly Cassandra felt an immense pain in her 
forehead and she fell on her mattress, ‘What’s happening?’ she 
thought, she watched as the three girls fell down on their faces, 
as if asleep. And then the pain suddenly stopped. Dreading the 
worst Cassandra went out of her tent, no one was outside and the 
campfire had extinguished. She looked at the sky, the moon had 
hid behind the clouds, ‘That’s moonless enough for me’ she 
thought, remembering what she had read about the resurrection 
spell and the moonless sky. She ran towards her friends tents, 
“Guys you better come out here” she yelled. 
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The six friends came running out of the tents, the moonless sky 
and Cassandra’s expression told them everything. “What about 
the others?” asked Seth looking at the other tents. 

“I don’t know” said Cassandra “The H.F.L just dropped down as 
if they were under a sleeping spell or something, I don’t know” 

“So this is really happening” said Susan wrapping her arms 
around herself as the friends got closer to each other. 

“Hey what’s that noise?” asked Carl as he looked towards the hill. 

“I hear it too” said Eric looking in the same direction. 

“What is it?” asked Anya, she knew they heard the noise because 
of having sharper senses, but weren’t the monsters supposed to 
come from the swamp, rather than the hill? 

“Up there” Eric pointed and the group saw a black bird flying 
towards them. 

“Raven” yelled Tabitha in delight as the bird came down and 
landed on her shoulder. 

“There’s one more” smiled Carl as the friends heard a dog 
barking. 

“Lizzie” Susan yelled with joy hugging her pet dog, “I knew you 
would come” 

“But how?” asked Seth confused looking at the two pets. 

“I have no idea” said Anya, confused as well, ‘How did the 
animals know that they were to come?’ 
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“We have bigger problems to worry about” said Eric as the 
friends heard a moan come from deep inside the forest. The 
friends stood still in horror as they heard the noises from the 
forest get closer. 

“Everyone remembers what I told you?” asked Eric as the 
moaning got louder. 

The group nodded, eyes fixed on the forest, their flashlights on. 
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Chapter 12 

 

Slowly the moaning grew louder and then it stopped, none of the 
teenagers made a sound, and then it came infront of them. A six 
foot tall person, but it wasn’t really a person, it’s skin looked as if 
it was melting, it’s eyes were cold and dead, it’s whole body was 
covered in mud and it was giving off a faint green glow similar to 
that of the swamp. 

“There’s only one of them?” whispered Seth aiming his flashlight 
at it, as the creature looked at the seven teenagers standing close 
together. 

The creature moaned again and five more zombies came limping 
slowly out of the forest. 

“You had to ask” said Anya looking at the new arrivals, “Now 
what?” 

“Let’s just see what they do” said Eric as the friends watched the 
six zombies in silence; Lizzie was baring her teeth at them, ready 
to attack and save Susan. 

The swamp zombies didn’t do anything and stood still watching 
the teenagers with their cold, dead eyes     

The zombie who was the tallest of them all and the very first one 
that appeared, moaned again, and the rest came running towards 
the friends. 

“They can run” screamed Susan as she saw the five creatures 
come towards her and her fiends. 

“Just run, towards the hill” yelled Carl as the teenagers ran. 
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“I didn’t know that zombies could run” said Seth “I mean come 
on, this ain’t happening” 

“What about the others?” asked Cassandra looking back at the 
tents “we can’t just leave them?” 

“Well, we can’t just fight five running swamp zombies” yelled 
Carl from the front. 

“Split up” said Eric 

“What?” asked Anya, trying to run as fast as she could; she was 
finding it hard to run in the dark. 

“We have to” said Eric “These things are going to catch us any 
minute now and the hill is too far….we have to fight…see if the 
fire trick I told you works…I’m going back” 

“I’m coming with you” said Cassandra out of breath. 

“Take Raven” said Tabitha, from the front with Carl, “we’ll come 
back as soon as we deal with these guys” 

Eric and Cassandra separated from the group, the five zombies 
looked at them, making up their minds as they saw the two run 
back to the campsite. 

“Hey, over here you son of a bitches” yelled Carl trying to distract 
the zombies. It worked and the five didn’t go after Eric and 
Cassandra. 

“Hope this works” said Carl as he burnt a stick with a lighter and 
faced the zombies. 
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“We’re nearly there” said Eric as he ran towards the campsite 
with Cassandra “think you’re all right?” 

“I’m fine” said Cassandra as she ran along with Eric, out of 
breath. 

The two friends reached the campsite, it was deserted, Eric 
checked the tents and found no one in them, “They must have 
taken them away” he said walking towards Cassandra “to the 
swamp” 

“Well let’s go” said Cassandra aiming her flashlight at the forest 
“we can’t just leave them” 

Eric led the way towards the swamp and Cassandra and Raven 
followed trying hard to be silent. “Here” whispered Eric hiding 
behind a tree, Cassandra walked behind him and Raven flew up 
and perched on the trees branch. 

The two friends looked at the swamp; fifteen zombies were 
standing around the swamp looking at the sleeping bodies of the 
teenagers and Miss Jane, as they slowly sank into the swamp. 

“We can’t fight all of them” whispered Cassandra looking at the 
sight. 

“I know” Eric whispered back “I know” 

 

“Well it was nice knowing you” Seth told Anya, trying to smile as 
the five zombies surrounded the teenagers, slowly coming closer. 

“Don’t give up yet” Anya smiled back ‘Let’s just hope Eric’s test 
works’ 
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One of the zombies came towards Carl and he held the burning 
stick in front of its face, the zombie looked at the flames, moaned 
and backed away. 

“I think it’s working” said Carl as he forced the zombies away 
from his friends with the fire. Seth picked up a stick as well and 
lit it, “But how do we defeat them?” he asked. 

“Might as well burn them” suggested Susan as she held on to 
Lizzie. 

Carl waved the burning stick at the zombie near him and it’s 
right hand caught on fire, the zombie moaned as the mud around 
it’s arm hardened and fell to the ground. 

“They break when they get burned” said Carl setting the zombie 
on fire “and here I thought you can only get these creeps through 
magical means” 

“Well that’s what was written in the book” said Tabitha watching 
the creature shatter to the ground.  

“Let’s end this and get back to Eric and Cassandra” said Seth as 
he burned another zombie. 

 

“Eric we need to hurry” said Cassandra as the bodies kept sinking 
deeper into the swamp. 

“Cassandra I think we can….Cassandra are you alright?” asked 
Eric as he saw Cassandra fall to her knees, pressing her hand to 
her forehead, as if in immense pain. 

“I…I…” Cassandra tried to speak but she felt as if she was about 
to faint and then the feeling went away. 
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“What happened?” asked Eric helping her on to her feet. 

“I don’t know” she answered feeling weird “Eric look” she 
pointed at the swamp.  

The zombies started going into the swamp, “They are going in” 
she said. 

“Now’s our chance” said Eric as he ran towards the swamp. 

“But Eric those things are still in there” said Cassandra as she 
watched Eric go into the water and swim towards Terry’s body. 

“I know” he yelled back “but we can’t just leave them here” 

Mustering up her courage Cassandra went into the swamp as 
well, it was hard for her to swim in it but she tried her hardest 
and swam towards Sue’s body. Eric had already saved Terry and 
was now saving Harvey. Cassandra tried her hardest to block out 
the swamp’s smell and the thought that the zombies were still 
underneath her as she pulled Sue’s body out of the swamp. She 
watched Eric swim towards Katherine’s body and she swam 
towards Miss Jane’s. She pulled at her but she wouldn’t move, 
“Eric” Cassandra called out “I think she’s stuck” 

“I’m coming” Eric yelled back as he began to pull Katherine out. 

Cassandra tried again but Miss Jane’s body was slowly sinking 
into the swamp, suddenly Cassandra felt a cold hand grab her by 
her ankle, she screamed as the hand pulled her into the swamp. 

“CASSANDRA” yelled Eric in horror.  
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“That’s the last of them” said Seth looking at the last zombie, as it 
shattered to the ground infront of him “It would’ve been a lot 
easier if we had guns, like in the movies” 

“You’re my hero” Anya smiled, giving him a hug. 

“Let’s go get the others” said Susan as she saw Lizzie smell the 
mess around them. 

“Yeah come on” said Carl as he led the way “Let’s hope they’re 
alright.” 

The friends followed Carl and ran towards the swamp, “Hey don’t 
tell me you guys defeated all of them alone?” asked Carl trying to 
lighten the mood as he saw Eric pull Katherine out of the swamp. 

“Shut up and help me” yelled Eric as he handed her Katherine’s 
body “Cassandra just went into the swamp” 

“What?” asked Susan in horror as she looked at the swamp, there 
was no sign of Cassandra anywhere. 

Without another word Carl and Seth jumped into the swamp, 
“You get the others” yelled Eric as he swam towards Miss Jane’s 
sinking body “Cassandra where are you?” 

Raven screeched and began circling around Miss Jane’s body as 
it slowly sank. Lizzie jumped into the water as well, and began 
pulling Miss Jane’s body out as Eric looked around for 
Cassandra; he held his breath and dived into the water but 
couldn’t see anything. Anya and the other girls looked helplessly 
as Eric dived into the water again; looking for Cassandra and 
then miraculously Cassandra came out, breathing for air. Eric 
grabbed her body and helped her out of the swamp as Seth and 
Carl came out with the rest of the teenagers. 
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“Thank goodness you are alright” said Anya as she helped Eric 
pull Cassandra out. 

Cassandra didn’t say a word and sat down on the ground, 
breathing hard. Eric was silent himself and was looking at 
Cassandra, smiling as he cleaned his glasses. 

“What do you reckon we do with them?” asked Carl looking at 
the sleeping teenagers and Miss Jane. 

“Well I ain’t putting them in their tents” said Susan as she 
hugged Lizzie. 

“What happened….where am I?” asked Miss Jane as she got up 
opening her eyes, “Why am I here near the swamp....what’s going 
on?” 

“You won’t believe us” smiled Seth, exhausted as he watched the 
other sleeping teenagers wake up as well, “Let’s just say…the 
outdoors makes a person sleep walk in a very weird way” he 
added as the H.F.L screamed seeing themselves in dirty clothes. 
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Epilogue 

 

It was a beautiful Monday morning in Colville, High school was 
off for that day, and the seven friends were sitting in the park, 
which had the playing equipment in it. 

 “Fine day” said Seth as he laid back on the grass. 

“We really didn’t need a witch to defeat those zombies” said Carl 
smiling. 

“I still think it wasn’t as spooky as the vampire one” said Anya. 

“I still can’t get over the fact that your ex-boyfriend was a 
vampire” smiled Seth “and that you two”, he pointed at Eric and 
Carl “were werewolves” 

“Well get over it” Anya smiled back at him. 

“And to think” said Seth “of all the people I could’ve hung out 
with at school, I got stuck with the ones who get involved in 
supernatural situations” 

“Well let’s just hope that this was the last one” smiled Susan as 
she threw Lizzie a ball for her to fetch. 

“Well next month’s Halloween” said Tabitha smiling “I’m sure 
something’s bound to happen” 

“Hey you know that they are going to hold a party next month?” 
asked Anya excited. 

“Yeah” answered Cassandra, she felt the locket around her neck 
grow cold. She had found the locket when she had resurfaced 
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from the swamp a few days ago. She had tried opening it but it 
shut tight and she hadn’t told the others about it. She had tried 
getting rid of it but whenever she was close to doing so, she 
would change her mind and leave it around her neck. 

“Hey you there?” came Eric’s voice. 

Cassandra blinked, ‘I must’ve wandered off’ she thought as she 
felt the locket around her neck and under her shirt get more cold 

. “Yeah the party” she said smiling at the group “Sounds 
fun…can’t wait”  

 

 

-End of Book 2- 
  

 
 

 

 




